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Campus clean-up

'Everyday is parents' day'
to JMU grounds crew
By VANCE RICHARDSON
No concentrated effort was made this year to
spruce up the campus for parents' weekend,
according to the superintendent of building and
grounds here.
More emphasis was made on clean-up
details this past weekend, George Marcum
said, but this is not unusual for special
weekends such as graduation or even a home
football game, he noted.
"Everyday is parents' day," according to
E.L."Junior" Higgs, grounds supervisor here.
"Sure we do a little extra for Parents Day," he
said,"but we try maintain the campus day by
day as far as beautification."
The main thing that had to be done this year
for parents' weekend was the assembling of
extra bleachers for the football game Saturday
night, he added.
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RAIN left parents with a wet impression of campus last weekend
as showers caused the cancellation of many pre-planned outdoor
activities.

HIGGS NOTED that when students see his
men laying sod, planting flowers, or spreading
mulch right before parents' weekend, they
incorrectly assume that these things are being
done just for the parents. "The truth is that
these things need to be done in the fall; they're
in our planning," he said.
There won't be extra flowers planted this

S;ar as there were in past years because
ower beds have been established now, Higgs
said. Since there has been no frost so far this
fall, the flowers are still blooming, Higgs said,
noting that "a campus just isn't complete
without flowers."
Higgs recalled the time when his men put
flowers out in pots over by the dining hall.
"The weather called for frost," he said, 'so we
took them up, then put then back, and they
lived for a good while after that. I guess we'll
never live that one down," he said.
"People saw us putting the flowers in and
taking them out and then putting them in
again. We got lots of criticism because people
just didn't understand," he added.
HIGGS gets compliments in addition to
criticism. "We've had a lot of comments from
students; they do notice the things we do," he
said. "The majority of students here are
impressed with their campus," Higgs added.
"We look forward to having the parents
here," be said. "We've had several letters
from parents stating how beautiful the campus
is. Landscaping has its impact on a parent's
(Continued on Page 10)

Metric system still foreign to U.S. citizens
By LOUIS EACHO
When was the last time you
stepped on the scales and
discovered you were a few
kilograms
overweight,
deciding that it might be time
to run a kilometer?
Sound strange? Well it's all
part of the metric system. The
United States government had
planned four years ago on
using the metric system as the
standard
for
all
measurements, but the
government is now finding
that voluntary guidelines are
being ignored, according to a
government report completed
in 1978.
"At this point I'd say that
the United States is moving
toward not converting to the
metric system at all,"
according to the Dean of the
College of Letters and
Sciences.
Americans have never dealt
with change easily and the
metric system is a prime
example, Dr. Michael Wartell
said.
The Metric Conversion Act,
passed by Congress in
December 1975, and signed by
former President Gerald
Ford, was supposed to lead
the U.S. into using the metric
system as its' sole measuring
system by the mid—1980's,
according to the editor of the
American Metric Journal.
Robert Hopkins predicted
back in 1975 that by 1980
Americans
would
be
conducting most of their
everyday
business
transaction with products
using only metric weights and
volumes.
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Americans have never dealt with change easily
and the metric system is a prime example9

THE
VOLUNTARY
guidelines set by Congress in
1975 have since been ignored
by most communities and
businesses because "the cost
of converting to the metric
system is too high and the
Firactical advantages are
imited," according to a
report made to Congress by
the General Accounting Office
in October, 1978.
"A complete conversion to
metrics will cost the
American consumer billions
of dollars and a majority of
Americans are
simply
opposed to making a shift to*

metrics anyway," the GAO
survey said.
The GAO concluded their
report by stating that, "a dual
measuring system for the U.S.
would
be
impractical,
inefficient, uneconomical and
confusing. Americans also
need to decide whether the use
of the metric system by
everyone else in the world
warrants the effort and
expense needed to convert our
day to day affairs such as
highway
speed
limits,
consumer product and
weather reporting into metric
rneaSure^ ■ ■ •'••'''••''/ '•"

Does the typical James
Madison University student
need to learn the metric
system? Will it eventually be
commonly used by Americans
in their everyday life and if so,
when will the conversion be
complete?
Attempts to convert to the
metric system in the U.S.
have been failures in the past
few years, but in a few
generations the metric system
will be the normal method of
measuring length, weight and
volume, according to Wartell.
"COLLEGE GRADUATES

should be able to cope with the
society around them, and by
going out in a world that
works in a metric system only
knowing the English system of
measurement, they will
probably have problems,"
Wartell said.
Students who have taken the
eight hours of natural sciences
required to graduate may
have little idea of how the
metric system works even
though "none of our science
departments have used the
English system in years,"
Wartell said.
Depending on the science
course a student decides to
take he can receive varying
degrees of exposure to the
metric system, Wartell said.
Chemistry and physics would
definitely require a student to
understand the metric
system, while geology will
require a basic knowledge of
metrics and an introductory
biology course requires little
or no knowledge of the metric
system, he said.
"What you'd really first
want to do if JMU decided that
a knowledge in the workings
of the metric system was
essential, would be to test
entering freshmen on their
apparent knowledge of the
system," according
to
Wartell.
THEN A ONE credit course
on the metric system could be
offered for those who haven't
had a sufficient background
with the subject, Wartell said.
(Continued on

Page
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More telection at WRMA

Satellite to increase station programming
By VANCE RICHARDSON
A radio satellite scheduled
for construction on campus
here will allow WMRA (90.7
FM) to choose from as much
as six times the programming
currently received by the
station, according to WMRA's
general manager.
The satellite, one of 214
satellites being installed by
National Public Radio (NPR)
at public radio stations around
the country, will be erected
between the Wine-Price
building and the field hockey
turf, Don Lanham said.
When the satellite is
complete, NPR will transmit
its jrogramming directly
from Washington, D.C. to the
satellite, which will then feed
tb » signal to WMRA's studio
it, the basement of Burruss
Hail. PresenUy, the station
receives its programming
from NPR through the mail,
which, according to Lanham,

can be both costly and time
consuming.
Construction
of
the
satellite's 'foundation is
scheduled to begin Dec. S,
Lanham said. An antenna

probably be around the end of
March due to weather delays
around the country," he said.
Once the satellite is
installed, NPR will send
programming to WMRA along

WMRA will record programming
24 hour* a day
atop Burruss to receive the
signal from the satellite is
expected to be installed by
Jan. 6, 1980, and the entire
system will be complete on
Feb. 9, 1980, if all goes
according to the schedule
drawn up by NPR.
HOWEVER, Lanham
stressed that these are only
tentative completion dates. "I
would predict (the final
completion
date)
will

eight different channels,
Lanham said. Four channels
will be coupled to provide two
lines for high quality music
programs in stereo, while the
other four channels will carry
programs in mono, be said.
WMRA will be able to
record programming 24 hours
a day, Lanham noted This
will allow the station to "tailor
the programming to the needs
of the community as we see it,
and as we have researched

YAF to honor Va. candidates
On Tuesday, Oct. 23,1979,
the Blue Ridge Community
Chapter of Young Americans
tor Freedom will hold its
Third Annual Dinner at
Ingleside Red Carpet Inn in
Verona, Virginia.
This years banquet will
honor three local conservative
candidates for the Virginia
General Assembly (State
Senator Nathan H. Miller.
Delegate I. Clinton Muter, and
Mr. Kevin G. Miller), as well
as incumbent Delegate
Bonnie L. Paul.
A special keynote address
by U.S. Senator Barry M.
Goldwater (R-Ariz.) is
scheduled. Senator Goldwater
will be accompanied and
introduced
by
U.S.
Congressman J. Kenneth
Robinson (R-VA). Both are
members of the National
Advisory Board of Young
Americans for Freedom.
A Candidates' Reception
will be held from 8:30 p.m. to
7:30 am. Tickets for the
reception are $3.00 per person,
and tickets for the banquet are
$15.00 per person or $25.00 per
couple. Tickets for YAF
members are $12.50 per
person for the banquet.
Advance reservations are
required on a first come, first
served basis, and may be
obtained by contacting Chuck
Cunningham at 432—7211 or
433-6680. (Box 994)

j CAR WASH j
j this coupon for I
j-.25'off on wash.|
\ Limit one per j
jcustomer during;
regular operating!
: hours. Good ?
j thru Sept. 30
RAVEN
: CAR WASH
: 1501 S. Main St.:
: The Big Yellow :
i& Black Building:

it," he said.
A programming schedule
will be sent to the station one
month in advance so its
operators can record those
programs considered to be of
interest to WMRA's listening
audience, Lanham said.
A Communication Arts
course taught here by Dr.
David Tucker surveyed 400
people in WMRA's listening
area to help determine the
community's programming
needs, he noted.
WMRA IS LICENSED to
"the friends of James
Madison University," but
Lanham stressed that it is a
public radio station. Being
licensed by the FCC to serve
the community in which it
operates, WMRA broadcasts
not
only
university
programming,
but
programming of interest to
the general public as well, he
said.
The
$180,000
general
operating budget for WMRA is
supplied by the university,
Lanham added.
In his view the station
serves three purposes: that of
a public radio station, a
professional*training facility,
and a voice of the community
and the university.
Although WMRA only gets
about sue percent of the total
listening audience in its 35mile-radius listening area,
Lanham called that a "very
good percentage" for a public
radio station. Many public

stations only receive a two
Eercent share of their
staling audience.
Lanham noted that WMRA
ranks 14th in the nation among
public radio stations in terms
of audience size. "We may try
to increase our signal at some
point in the future," he added.
WMRA WAS a 10-watt
station until Nov. 12, 1975
when it was rel'^nsed to
broadcast to a wider area with
19,500 watts, Lanham said.
The station's fourth birthday
will be marked by a "fundraising celebration" during
the week of Nov. 10-17,
Lanham noted.
Other than seven full-time
staff members, all WMRA
workers are JMU students, he
said. These include students
working for practicum credit,
under an internship, and as
fulfillment of financial aid
requirements, he said.
Lanham stressed that not
on'"
Bsjeea d c a a t
Communication majors, put
all students interested in
public broadcasting are
welcome at WMRA.
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Sen. Barry GeMwater to speak here.

Cheap Trick

fuel oil-kerosene
Burner &
Appliance Service

FUPPO*S-'OIL CO.

Rt. 1, Box 87 A
(U.S. 11 South Vemile)
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 434-3884
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"Flirtin with Disaster"
Foreigner "Storm Watcher'
"Head Games" Jethro Tull
Molly Hatchet "The Glow"
"Dream Police"

"Good Music at I
n
Great Prices

Sho+Stor*
•"■ Bfsjfl mgrOM. tV(JioOI4jlffasjs»
*iaiiry *€*. WHI 9Jt In Our Store

M-T-W-S
9:30-6

Thurs, Ocff 4

l-9pm

Jack-Collins
Shoe Stores

Bonnie Raitt

Va.

Th-Fri^
9:30-*
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Dep ression
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'Just a part of up and down cycles'

I

a recent "Playgirl" series
dealing with the subject.

By DONNA SIZEMORE
What do you do when you
get the blues?
Some
people
drown
themselves in alcohol. Others
try to hide behind an all too
obvious smile. Still others
bury themselves in their
work.
Jon Mclntire of the
Counseling and Student
Development Center at James
Madison University advises
people to "just be depressed.''
"Depression is just a part of
up and down cycles,"
Mclntire said. "People try to
eliminate sadness," he
continued. "Grief is important
and it should not be denied."
Unhappiness does not play
favorites. It affects everyone
at one time or the other. As
matter of fact, chronic
depression is most likely to
strike those people who
appear to be the most stable
and self-reliant, according to

EVEN THOUGH depression
plays no real favorite, "more
women than men are caught
in the depression trap because
of
their
cultural
conditioning," said Dr. Helen
DeRosis, a distinguished
psychiatrist. DeRosis blamed
the helpless female stereotype
for this fact, as well as the
challenge that women face to
find themselves in our
complex society.
Mclntire believes there are
different intensities of
depression. "It's kind of like
when you have a cold," he
said. A person can have the
"sniffles or they can have a
confining cold.
According to Mclntire,
depression is often associated
with distinct periods in
people's lives. He cited
"sophomore slump" as an
example.
"People
get
confused over where they are
and where they are going," he
said.
"Depression is a lot more
normal than we think,"
Mclntire said. "People
express it in different ways.
We show it indirectly."
There are a few basic steps
people can take to combat
depression, Mclntire said.

BOOK FAIR
Sat, Sept 29 (9 a.m.-6 p.m.)

GREEN VALLEY AUCTION BARN
2Miles E of Mt Crawford Va-signs posted
75,000 Books and Magazines
(New books only)
one of the largest selection*
you'll find anywhere at absolute
Best Prices anywhere.
A few examples:
"Sophies Choice" $2.50; "Powers That Be"
$2.50, "Oxford English Dictionary" 2 vol.
$15.00; "Encyclopedia of Philosophy" 4 vol.
$20.00; Durant's "Story of Civilization" $2.00
per vol., etc. If you have never attended one of
our fairs-try us-you'll be glad you did.

ONE EXAMPLE he cited
was to watch what is eaten
during the depression period.
Refined sugars act as
catalysts to the blues,
according to Mclntire, and
should be avoided along with
alcohol. "It's a no no for
depression," he said. "It
doesn't help you deal with the
problem."
Exercise is also important

Call 434 8849

in coping with depression,
according to Mclntire, which
could be the secret behind the
nenon
sweeping the count
Mclntire also believes it
helps to talk to people or just
be around people, if you're the
kind of person who is more
comfortable around friends
man alone.
"Make a list of good things
about yourself when you're
feeling good," Mclntire said.
"When you're feeling bad, go
read it/'
However, Mclntire believes
that one of the best remedies
for the blues is to just be blue.
Mclntire has comprised his
own formula for depression,
which proves especially
effective
in
romantic
situations.
THE FIRST STEP is to

20% DISCOUNT

on
Films 8B Development
1 DAY SERVICE
Glen's Fair Price Store Inc.
H'burg's Most Unusual Store
187 N. Main Street
Ph. 434-8272

Western Steer
Family

STEfiKKOVSE
181-33 EAST

434-5775

for the two of you

HNRCUTTCK
a full Ine of peat hair for people.

We Use U.S.D.A.Choice Only
Our Meat Is Cut Fresh Daily.
Never Frozen
The Area's Largest Salad Bar
Four Different Cheeses To
Select From Every Day.
"7A* %** OAiBf

434-1010
COURT SQUARE VILLAGE

«fcEDKEN*
■

It Is Our Pleasure To Please You.
WELCOME PARENTS!

JIM HOOVER

I

make a hot bath and fill it with
bubbles. Make a hot fudge
sundae. Go and find the
saddest love story ever
written Put on the song that
reminds you the most of your
lost love. Get about five boxes
of Kleenex and hurt, Mclntire
said.
"Being depressed solves a
fair amount of the problem,"
he continued.
"People who have trouble
with depression are the people
who try and pretend it's not
there/' Mclntire said.
"Develop a lifestyle to learn to
live with depression and then
you'll find you don't have as
much to be depressed about."
According to Mclntire,
learning to forgive yourself is
very important to coping with
the down moods. "It helps to
do soul-searching and good
thinking," he said. However,
he believes that guilt serves
no purpose
"We an make mistakes," he
said. "It's part of being a
person."

Community
benefit
game
A community project will be
the big winner in the game
betwen the Washington
Bullets and the New York
Knicks to be held in Godwin
Hall Oct. 3.
A spokesman for the Rotary
Club, the group sponsoring the
contest, said enough tickets
have been sold to cover the
costs of the building and the
teams. He added a number of
tickets are still available and
the proceeds from these
tickets will go toward a
project in the Harriaonburg
area to be announced during
the game
A number of volunteers
have donated their time in an
attempt to cut the expenses
involved in hosting the
game.The game could be the
start of an exhibition series in
Harriaonburg if enough
interest is shown for the first
game.
Tickets can be purhcased at
the JMU ticket office in
Godwin Hall, Centerpoint
book
store,
and
at
Rockingham National Bank.
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The University Farm

Students still party at popular retreat
By LOUIS EACHO
Even after 50 years, the
James Madison X'niveristy
Farm is still a popular spot
among students and faculty
for a picnic, party or weekend
retreat, according to Michael
Warren University
#Way,
Union associate director of
operations
The Farm, which closes
each year between Nov. 15 and
March 15 will probably be
reserved every Friday and
Saturday this fall. Way said.
Located 12 miles outside of
Harrisonburg in Port
Republic, the Farm was purchased by the school in 1929
under former President
Samuel Duke
Duke planned to use the
farm as a place where
students could go on a
weekend retreat, according to
Dr. Raymond Dingledme Jr.,
head of the history department. — -_—■
The 37 acre farm on the
Shenandoah River, which also
included the six-bedroom
house, cost $4,750 in 1929, with
$2,000 of this being collected
by student's fees. Over the
years the value of the Farm
has risen to itsa present day
value of $150,000, according to
Gene Wagner, physical plant
director.
In Dingledine's book,
"Madison College: The First
Fifty Years," he said, "In the
1930's a weekend at the college
camp meant cooking on a
wood range, washing at a
pump, talking and singing
around a fire and hiking along
the river on a quiet Sunday
morning."
During most of World War II
the" University Farm (then
known as the College Camp;
was closed rinp tn Iranspnrta,

tion problems caused by the
rationing of gasoline. Even
though they had a shuttle bus
for students, the gasoline
situation was so bad that apparently the school was just
trying to cut back on anything
unnecessary, said Dingledine.
Over the years improvements to the Farm have
been made, such as adding
running water to the houseand adding such facilities as
volleyball courts, a barbecue
pit, picnic tables, a pavillion
and bathrooms.
Only recognized student
organizations (which include

residence hallsi and faculty
and staff members are allowed to reserve the Farm, Waysaid.
To reserve the Farm a JMU
Activity Request Form must
be filled out at the Student Activities Office in Boom 102 of
the Warren University Union
Both a student representative
of an organization and its
faculty adviser are required to
sign this form.
A $20 damage deposit is required in advance, which also
includes keeping the Farm
grounds clean. A $15 fee also
must be submitted three
weeks in advance of the event
if alcohol is to be served so
that a Banquet License from
the Virginia Alcohol Control
Board can be obtained.
Only seven kegs of beer, one
keg per 30 people, can be purchased for use at the Farm.
Beer canno be served on Sundays, to keep complaints from
neighbors to a minimum.
Tickets sold for any event at
the Farm must be done so
prior to the event, and only a
maximum of 200 can be sold.
The Farm closes each year
between Nov. 15 and March 15
because there is no heat and
the water is turned off to prevent the pipes from freezing,
s a i d W a y .
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Pnoto Dy Mark Thompson

TOE 37-ACRE farm on the Shenandoah River,
which includes the six bedroom house, cost
$4,750 in 1929

10% off

ALL ICE CREAM purchases
with coupon
I
Good through Sept. 1979
I
1- 1731 S. Main Harrisonburg; VA
L.

A PERSONAL COMPUTER CAN BENEFIT
THE STUDENTS IN YOUR FAMILY!
HOURS: MON. WED. 10-6. THURS. & FRI. 10-9. SAT. 10-4.

CamPUTERiWDRhS
ROUTE 6. BOX 65A, HARRISONBURG. VA 22801 • (703) 434 1120
ONE MILE NORTH OF HARRISONBURG ON U.S. 11.

Precision At A Discount.
Imported Ur It Truck Parts

Help cure
cancer
write now.

AMERICAN
51
CANCER SOCIETY?
This space Lnntrihuiet! hs Utt
publisher as J public ser\ n ,•

BAP

(.

Your Import Parts
Headquarters
in The Valley

"•WELCOME BACK

Time To Get Your Sports
or Imported Car In Shape For The
Fun Months Ahead. We Have
Owner's Manuals For Over 100
Makes-$8.95. We Have A Large
Number Of Hard-To-Get Parts In
Stock For VW, Fiat, Datsun, Brit.
Leyland, Toyota, Sacb, Volvo,
Honda, and Others
Call & See If We Have

What You Need!
atuuujd a iUuwd In bbxdud*
Waterman & Chicago

433-2534

(For students only i
Come by for a special student discount card It s
good for a whole year, 'and entitles you to 10° o off
any Command Performance service Including our
precision haircut Precision haircutting is our technique foi cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows So as it
grows it doesn't lose its shape Your haircut will
look as good after five days as it does attei five
minutes
A precision haircut with shampoo and blow-dry
costs just -fourteen dollars for guys o» gals less
10% of course We also offer permanent waves,
coloring, frosting and conditioning No appoint
ment needed, just come in
Take advantage of our offer it's precisely what
you need
n "^'*-' 'T

Command Performance
*——"—....

'

Valley Mall, Harrisonburg
Highway 33 East
Mon-Sat I0-9
433-1120

*
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HUGHES PHARMACY
For These

SPECIALS
Smitty spray cologne $2.75
Smitty soap, shampoo, cologne
all $1.25
Bonnie Bell Ten and Six Lotion
Reg $6.00 Now $3.95

1021 S. MAIN
across from JMU

Educational alternatives

Mini-courses offer variety
By. DONNA SI/.I-MOIU
Mixing tequila sunrises,
repairing ears, disco dancing
weight control these can be a
part ill .your education at'
James Madison. University
Twice each semester", a"s
part ot its recreational
programming, the University
, Program Board sponsors a
series ot mini-courses on
various subjects
The mini-course offerings
began m the tall of 1974,
according to Michael Way.
associate director of student
activities at JMU
'The
response was good.
Way
said adding it was getting
better
. COl 'USES
are
jointly
financed by students and the
UPB ••Basically, all it costs is
S-i plus materials," Way said
students pay half and UPB
pays the other S4 We thought
this was an equitable wa> to
do it "
Instructors are normally
paid $8 for each student,
according to Way Each class
has a minimum enrollment ot
in, with maximum enrollment
depending on the type of class
The counseling center also

Tonight.:.
JMU
CollegaJsUghl

8 p.m. 'til..
V%%%%%9iX%%X%%%%X%%fiXXXX%S

J

LUIGI'S

* * ** PIZZERIA** **
Presents:
* f Chicago Style Pizzas * *
Subs & Deli Sandwiches
ABC on Premise
Budweiser & Michelob on tap
-daily lunch specials from 11-2:00
plus your Favorite import beers
At two Locations:
No. 1
1010 S. Main. 433-1101
(in front of Campus)
ON CAMPUS DELIVERIES
Starting at 6pm.-1 1pm. Mon. -Thurs.
• last call 10:30 •
No. 2 1029 S. High CalU33-0077
. • DINE IN OR TAKE OUT •
Hours : open 7 days a weeK
Sun. -Thurs til Midnight
Fri.-Sat. til 2 am

■
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teaches cours.es, such as study
skills ".free Hi charge to the
student
I hi
mini-course
was
established as a step beyond
the classroom according to
Was
" "

It was an attempt to
broaden
the
student's
experiences
at
the
university. Way said, and
give them a chance to learn
things other than academics "

"We haw- fads,' Wav
continued,
noting
the
popularity last year of disco
dance But, we have certain
courses we offer every
semester, like auto repair,
bartending and beginning
guitar because of interest."
Many
courses
are
introduced
on
an
experimental basis, according
to Way For example, courses
have been held in various
crafts and even Volkswagen
repair which proved to be a
real winner'Way cited the possibility ol
expansion in mini courses as a
good possibility for the future
More and different courses
may be.taught One example
he gave 'Aas ballroom dance,
w hich would certainly be a far
cry from disco

BASK
bartending
is
identified by Way as one of the"
most popular courses "Pol
many people it's a way to get a
job.' he said "Plus you get to
taste a lot of different kinds of
drinks and not pay." Classes
in bartending will be run
during both blocks and .ire
held at the Eden Lounge in
Court Square Village

STUDENTS may register
for mini-courses at the
Student Activities Office now.
but. Way said that in the
future registration may be
moved to the I'PB office
Deadline tor firs', block
registration is over However,
students have until Oct. 12 to
sign . up for second block
offerings

' ..broaden ttudent
experiences'

Training begins this week
for 1980 Special Olympics
Bv CINDY ELMORE
Training for the 1980
Olympics begins this week at
James Madison University,
the Special Olympics, that is
Compassionate volunteers
interested in working with a
handicapped or mentally
retarded individual, have
developed a six to eight month
"Train—a—Champ " program
here at JMl'
Volunteers sign up for a
Special Olympic participant,
aged anywhere from six to 20.
and work with him or her for a
specified period of time each
week. Walt Williamson.
Train--a—Champ
coordinator,
said.
The
numbers are as many or as
few as the volunteer's
schedule allows
. From
September
to
January, the programs
emphasis is on working oneto-one with a Special
Olympian to help in motor
coordination development and
in developing a trust between
the volunteer and the Special
Olympian. Williamson said.
From January until the spring
competition.
a
more
intensified training program
begins
Area handicapped and
mentally retarded students
from local special schools
participate each spring in the
Special Olympics, held hen at
JMU, Not all have volunteers
to work with them
Special Olympic events
include various running,
lumping.
and
throwing
contests and participants are
grouped three to a heat
according to capability and
-ager Williamson ^snid
"With only three kids to a
heat, everybody wins a medal
or ribbon for trying,
he
added

"It's'a lot of fun and veryrewarding to see what the kids
get out of it." he said "The
kids look forward .to ..seeing
you every week Not many
people make an effort to help
these kids."
Experience in working with
the handicapped or mentally
retarded is not necessary.
Williamson said, since "the
process is gradual A trust will
ouild up, then a friendship will
evolve."
Last year, 106 children
competed in the all—day
Special Olympics here Those
without their own year-long
volunteer, were assigned a
"hugger."
a. one—day
volunteer who remains with
the participant all day as both
a companion and as a helper

to get him or her to events on
time
For two years, the area
McDonalds has provided free
lunches to all participants.
Williamson added
"There are a lot of concered
individuals, but volunteers
are alwavs needed," he
added So far about 100 to 125
JMl'
students
have
volunteered for the Train—a—
Champ program
Not all are special education
majors, he added Many are
general education majors who
want experience working with
all types of children.
Anyone interested in more
information about either
Special Olympics or the
Train-a—Champ" program,
should call Walt Williamson aj
434—2087,

Construction bids
accepted for library
B.i < l\m ELMORE
Construction bids for the
Madison Memorial Library
addition were awarded last
week to Nielsen Construction
Company of Harnsonburg.
Nielsen entered a low bid of
$3,347,880 and required 6O0
calendar days to complete
construction .
The two losing bidders, J H
Fralin and Son ol Roanoke.
and AJjckna^JT onstruxt D-D
Company of New
York
entered bids of $3.5t0.5ofl and
$■3,733 000, respectn el)
Fralin aTso required BO-0
calendar day s to rnmplcte the

addition, and Alekna needed
560 days. ■
Original cost estimates forphase one construction were
S3.] million.
Nielsen
Construction
Company
is
currently
completing the new education
building here
They have
worked on more than one
projecta| a time at this school
before.'' said Fred Hilton.
University relations assistant
• ice-president. Construction
will begin arfter
state
authorities review the bids
anil draw up a contract, Hilton
—aid -
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The Lambda Chi Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. will be having a Rush
Party on Sunday, Sept. 30 at
1:00 p.m. in Room A of the
WUU. AKA is a national
service sorority.

The Communication Arts
Picnic will take place
tomorrow beginning at 4 p.m.,
with dinner being served at
5:90 p.m. The meal is being
catered by Gibbons, and aD
attending are asked to bring
their tickets for admission and
meal. There will also be a
Softball game if there is
enough interest. All interested
are asked to bring gloves,
softball, bats, etc. The picnic
is being sponsored by Alpha
Epsilon Rho
(National
Broadcasting Honorary) and
The Student
Relations
Committee. In case of rain,
the picnic will be cancelled.
Refunds can be picked up at
WMRA (Burrus Hall) no later
than Friday at 4 p.m. (See Jim
MisMmen).

field, and the organization he
represents. The date is Sept.
25, at 4:30 p.m. in the Union,
room A. All interested
students are encouraged to
attend.

Music Educator's National
Conference is holding a car
wash on Sept. 29 between 11
and 4. It will be held in the
parking lot of the K-Mart on
RtSSEast

American studies
Students who are American
Studies minors or who are
interested in the program
should write their name and
box number to Dr. Nickels,
Dept. of English.

The Pre-Legal Society will
bold its First Meeting on Sept.
17 at 7 p.m. in Room B of the
Union. The guest speaker will
be Linda McCann, Assistant
Dean of the University of
Richmond Law School. All old
members, guests, or other
interested persons are
welcome to attend.

Bfoor*Ton«t»6nt
Circle K and SWO will be
holding a Blood Donor sign-up
on Sept. 24-28 in the first floor
lobby of the Union. Everyone
is welcome, so sign up to give
your blood, and maybe save a

Phi Chi Theta
Phi Chi Theta Business
Fraternity for women is
sponsoring Mr. Stuart Taylor,
of Proctor & Gamble, to speak
on
Marketing,
the
qualifiactions necessary in the

ATTENTION ALL UNDERCLASSMEN:
Appointments for yearbook
portraits can still be made
MWF 12-3, TTh 11-2, Tue.
night 6-8, Rm. G-9 WUU.

Jdaraanm
Eta Sigma Gamma will hold
a meeting for all health
majors on Sept. 26. It will be in
the Purple and Gold Room of
Godwin at 6 p.m.

Press conference
A Valley Press Conference
with Virginia Attorney
General Marshall Coleman
will be presented on Sept. 26 at
7:30 p.m. hosted by Elliott
Wiser.
A panel of area
journalists will question the
Attorney General on a number
of issues ranging from crime
to future political plans.

The Society for Collegiate
Journalists will hold its first
meeting Thur. Sept. 27 at 6
p.m. in The Breeze office.
Anyone involved in journalism,
yearbook,
or
broadcasting is invited to
attend

Chrysalis

Chrysalis, JMU's literary-'
art magazine, will meet
Monday at 5 p.m. in room 119
of Wine-Price. All interested
students are invited to attend.

Biology seminar
The Biology department is
sponsoring a seminar on Sept.
26 at 4 p.m. in Burruss 212. Dr.

AHWOUNCE IN BR

H. J. Heikkenen form the
Dept. of Entomology at VPI &
Su will be speaking on the
topic, "A NEW
DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL
TECHNIQUE."
Refreshments will be served
3 45

"

CCM

CCM
invites
anyone
interested to work with them
at Camelot Nursing Home this
year. Activities will include
bowling, bingo, birthday
parties, and one to one
relationships. If interested,
call Amy at 5161 or Cathy at
4058.

Water polo
The JMU Water Polo Club
will be holding practices in
Godwin's Savage Pool every
Tues. and Thur. nights from 9
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. The club is
open to all interested parties.
If you need more information
call Skip or John at 434-6901
(off-campus).

Crob Presidents
ATTENTION
CLUB
PRESIDENTS.
The
Bluest on f staff asks that you
please check your club mail
box for organization contracts. If you have a new club
and would like a contract, see
Mike Templeton, Rm. G-9,
WUU.

Jewish Holidays
High Holiday services at
Harrisonburg's temple Beth
El begin tonight, Rosh
Hashonah eve. Morning
services begin Saturday at 10
a.m. Other High Holiday
services include: Shabbat
Shuvah, Sept. 28, 8 p.m.; Kol
Nidre, Sept. 30, 8 p.m.; and
Yom Kippur daytime services
Oct. 1 beginning 10 a.m.
For transportation or
information call
Katie
Neckowitz, 434-6631, or Janet
Kohen, 433-1896.

THE THIRD ANNUAL

Ultimate
Frisbee
is
Coming! The Fraternity of
Alpha Chi Rho will be sponsoring the First Annual AXP
Ultimate Tournament. Seven
men per team with an entrance fee of $7 per team. Mail
all entrance fees to AXP
Ultimate, Box 4224. For
details call Captain at 5395.

rViiiic conference

3lD*fent nortraTts

office thla Hay
and Suaawr Seaalo

gwte fCOMIMO.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT UPB OFFICE
RETURN TO UPB OR BOX L-35
(BY SEPTEMBER 28 )

DATE OF SHOW:
OCTOBER 24th

t
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'Rare' UPB booking

Chuck Mangione to appear at JMU
we can handle and who we can
get to come here," said
McVay. Since the UPB can
only work through agents, it's
never definite that anyone will
appear here until a signed
written contract is mailed to
UPB, she said.
One of the major obstacles
the UPB faces in scheduling a
concert is Godwn Hall, said
McVay.

BY LOUIS EACHO
Chuck
Mangione
will
appear in concert here Nov. 2,
rounding out a University
Program Board fall schedule
that includes The Little River
Band, Pablo Cruise and
Kenny Loggins.
"Chuck Mangione's booking
agent called Jerry Weaver,
our programming director,
and asked if we would be
interested in having him
appear here," according to
UPB president Suzanne
McVay.
"It's very rare that a big
name performer will ever call
us, but Jerry Weaver has
developed quite a few contacts
among booking agents over
the years," said McVay.

responded that it just can't be
done. "I'd like to see reserved
seating in Godwin, but it
would be too easy for people to
move chairs and it would
cause too many security
problems," she said.
Last year Jack Arbogast,
who is in charge of Godwin
Hall, hired members of the
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
to act as security at all the

'...found $y$temt just too powerful
for Godwin Hall'
"We can't accomodate
many bands because their
sound systems are hist too
powerful for Godwin, and
when you can issue only a
little over 4,000 tickets it's
hard to attract the biggername bands who can fill 15,000
seat coliseums," she said.

THEN THE UPB turns in a
bid on what they can pay the
band and hope for the best,
said McVay. Many times the
UPB works with other schools
in scheduling concerts,
especially when a band wants
to block-book, which is when
they try to put in as many
performances as they possibly
can straight through their
tour, said McVay.
"We've gotten to know what

concerts, but the UPB had to
pay them, said McVay.
The UPB receives its
funding through the Student
Government Association and
is given $4.50 from each
student per semester from
their Student Activities Fees,
according to McVay.
Out of the206-member UPB,
the only people who get into

MANY students have
wondered why Godwin Hall
can't be used as a reserved
seating facility. McVay

Pfwto by Jot Schn*ck«nburotr

"WE'VE GOTTEN to know what we can
handle and who we can get to come here,"
Suzanne McVay. UPB president said.

(Continued on Page 8)

Fmd Inner Piece at

OF HARRISONBURG
A FULL SERVICE SALON

Monday and
Tuesday Night
Buffet
O Q

jO

o

1108 Reservoir Street

91ft C$rHflt*ht ft *0f mttlm
Hours 10 - 6
CLOSED MONDAY
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5:00 P.M. 'til 8:30 P.M.
All You Can Eat.

Select group of dresses
and skirts
from 8.99 to 12.98

A "pick off your favorite"
selection off flavor baked
pizzas and garden fresh salad.
Adults $2.89—Children under 10 $1.29
it our little friends under 4—free!

1588 S.MAIN

FOR APPOINTMENT,
Telephone 434-0401

Tkn.

9\m9

9

6°o
GO] o <*<

VENEY'S HAIRSTYUNG

Cloud 9

Men's aid Lades' Jackets in
Suede - Leather - Down - Roplin
from $9.99 to 79.95

HARRISONBURG 434-2644
The Purple Building On Tho Court Square
2 North Main St., Harrisonburg
Opon Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m.
Opon Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Master Charge and Visa

Pizza inn
Open Sunday through Thursday 11:00 a.m. til 11:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11 00 am til 1:00 a.m.
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Students complain about limited parking
Safety and Security Office still issuing permits
By TERESA CAVINESS
Though students continue to
complain about having a hard
-time finding parking spaces,
the Safety and Security Office
is still issuing parking permits
to those who qualify.
Last year there was a
problem with not enough
parking
spaces
for
commuters, this year there is
the fight over spaces between
resident students.
X-lot, formerly a parking lot
with restricted spaces for both
residents and commuters, has
been changed to a student lot
with no restrictions. J-lot is
now strictly for commuters
during the hours of 8 a.m. and
S p.m.
'The security officers are
instructed to keep a check on
X-lot. Wednesday is our peak
day and the lot has not been
completely full," said W.W.
Wilberger, Director of Safety
and Security here. Whether or
not X-lot is full is the criteria
for the continued registration
of vehicles.
"We always have a large
number of tickets at the
beginning of the year until
students
become more
familiar with where they can
park," he said.

than the F, P, or T-lot area, in
order to give Lake Complex
residents more parking
spaces," Wilberger said.
However, the new lot is
already in use and residents
still feel the crunch of having
to park anywhere they can
find a space, even if it means
in the commuter zones of P
lot. This year, half of P-lot has
been restricted to commuter
students only.
PERCENTAGE-WISE,

there are more cars
registered by students in the
lake-complex area this year,
he said.
The new lot will also take
the place of the now defunct Zlot where constuction of the
athletic facility has begun.
"Z-lot was used as an
overflow lot for residents and
commuters last year,"
Wilberger said. Wilberger
said he doubts that any
commuter students will park

THE
GREAT
ESCAPE.

across Port Republic Road
because it is farther away.
According to Wilberger, the
new lot provides between 200250 spaces, which is more than
Z-lot did. -

year, Wilberger said.
This year students are being
assigned either resident or
commuter stickers rather
than being designated to a
specific lot and given a
lettered decal.

ABOUT 1,500 commuters
and 1,300 residents have been
issued permits so far this

(Continued

on

wm
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SOMETHING NEW!
The Bacon Burger Combination

STUDENTS who receive
five or more parking tickets
during the semester are
subject to losing their parking
privileges, he added.
Wilberger thinks the new lot
across Port Republic Road
will alleviate some of the
parking problems
that
students in the Lake Complex
area are experiencing.
"We are encouraging those
students in Greek Row
housing to use this area rather

•Thick and juicy beef patty •Mayonnaise, lettuce and
•Two strips of crisp bacon two slices of fresh tomato
•French fries

•ALL«YOU*CAN«EAT SALAD BAR

• UPB

fl&PIOIXIEER*
COMPONENTS

(Continued from Page 7)
special events such as
concerts for free are those
who act as stagehands and the
executive council members,
said McVay. Members of the
executive council are working
under 10 hour scholarships
and receive a lower salary due
to these benefits, she said.
THE HOUSE committee,
which is responsible for
setting up for the concerts,
has 36 members, and
depending on the group may,
for example, take from n
a.m. to 5 p.m. to set up the
equipment, and from 11 p.m.
to 2 a.m. to pack up the
equipment, said McVay.
"Overall I'm pleased with
the support the students give
the UPB," said McVay. "With
only 8,000 students on this
campus, selling 4,000 tickets
to a concert means that we're
reaching 50 percent of the
student population, which is
more than most campuses can
reach," she said.
Students who want to find
out more about the price,
availability of tickets or dates
for any concert, movie,
lecture, coffeehouse concert
or any other UPB sponsored
activity, can call the
Activities Line at 6504. This
. line is always kept up to date

•acc^dJog^^cVay......

TV

TO GO

This system lets you enjoy high-quality
stereo on the highway.
You dream about it at night... the day you
can close your books, get out of this place and
forget about studying for awhile.
Well, the Great Escape is here.. .this
weekend, with Greyhound. Escape to the
country or go see some friends. Just decide
which escape route you want and we'll do
the rest.
We'll get you out of town and away from the
books so you can clear your head. It doesn't cost
much and it'll do you a world of good.
So make the Great Escape this weekend...
with Greyhound.

GO GREYHOUND
IJUJUJlff

9)

i Under-dash component cassette player.
Separate power amplifier. Separate bass, treble and
kxidness controls. Dolby* noise reduction Locking
fast forward/rewind. Elertnmically-governed motor.
One year limited warrantyparts and labor.
I TMB High performance
2-way surface mount
speakers. 4" bass speaker,
4 "passive radiator, 2*fe"
treble driver. 4-ohm rated.
20 watts power handling.
Black molded enclosure
with chrome handles.
$245.00 SAVE $100

26 Pleasant Hill RdHarrisonburg
722 Rio Rd. Liiarlottesvill
(Across from Best)
ILJ

LECTRIC CCw

A*.L*.V Y-*.*M0WaVW*.ranm r jr .• y wv ..:v rf.•_*.»
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* Parking
(Continued from Page 8)
Lot signs identify those
eligible to use the lots during
designated hours.
The new system is easier to
administrate and registration
was much simpler, he said.
The change was made
because the administration
realized the problems with
registration and the different
types of decals.
Class status no longer gives
a student priority for parking
in a specific lot, according to
Wilberger.
Since
the
regulations
have
been
changed, any student with a
JMU parking permit can park
in the resident lots.
"The system is subject to
change if conditions warrant
it," Wilberger said. The

system is constantly under
evaluation, he added.
FOR THE NEXT two
weeks, security officers have
been instructed to keep a
check on P-lot, according to
Dr. John Mundy, director of
administrative affairs. "If the
commuter portion is underutilized and the resident
section
is
evidently
overutilized, then the barriers
can be moved back. It's a
simple process," he said.
The area behind Gibbons
Dining
Hall
has
been
designated as a 10-minute
zone, Mundy said. This is to
allow students park there
while going into the campus
center or post office.

Old Virginia Ham Cafe
Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops-chicken
seafood-variety of salads and
sandwiches-Virginia ham
-delicious breakfastsMon-Sat 6:30 am-2:00 pm
W Market St. 434-6572
Restaurant
20% off
with JMU ID

AFTER
10 PM
TUES. THRU
SUNDAY
"We serve meaty sandwiches, fluffy omelets,
salads, and homemade desserts til 2 a.m.
We're new and we're good at what we do. Come
TRY US TODAY, and be TREATED LIKE
someone special
We Serve
DRAFT AND BOTTLED DOMESTIC OR
IMPORTED BEERS PLUS COCKTAILS

DONUT MAN

(across from Valley Mall)

SUPER SPECIAL
Buy 2 Dozen Donuts
Get A

Back Pack Free
(Regularly $3.99)

Hurry while they last
ID Required
Special Good Sept. 25 - 28,
or while supply lasts
Rt. 33 East - Open 24 hrs.
•

—

,...,,

Ptwto by S«ndy Paatow

THERE'S MORE on this gay's mind than the
combination to his bike lock!

r The Elbow Room - Best weelTof ^
entertainment this month!!
Don't miss it
Tues., Sept. 25th - Bobby and the Blues Stars
Rhythm and Blues with ..
Doug Jay, formerly with All Stars
Tom Princapato, formerly with Powerhouse
featuring - Bobby Margolin, guitarist for the Muddy Waters
Band

Wed, Sept. 26th - Skip Castro
Rhythm and Blues
Ladies Night

Friday, Sept. 28th - NIGHTHAWKS
TICKET SALES AVAILABLE AT The Elbow Room.
Limited Door - Reserve Tickets Early
\

, ' ' ■ M'l

> « i
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* Grounds

GMAT to be held Thurs.
The Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAT) will
be offered at James Madison
University on Oct. 27, 1979.
The GMAT is a test of
academic aptitude designed to
estimate an applicant's
promise to succeed in a
program of graduate study
leading to a master of
business adminstration or
equivalent
degree.
Approximately 560 graduate
schools of management
require their applicants to
submit GMAT results.
Registration materials for
the test and the GMAT
bulletin of information are
available at the JMU
Graduate School office 4336131 or by writing to GMAT,
Educational Testing Service,
Box 966, Princeton, N.J.,
06541.
The GMAT fee is $12.50. It
covers a score report sent to
the candidate, to as many as
four
graduate
schools
designated on the registration
form and to the candidate's
undergraduate
counsdingplacement office if that office

has asked to receive their
student's scorces.
GMAT registration forms
and test fees must be received
at the Educational Testing

Service on or before October
5.
A $4 late fee is charged for
registration forms received
after the deadline.

* Metric
(Continued from Page 1)
"We wouldn't be properly
serving the students now if
society expected them to have
a clear understanding of the
metric system and we didn't
provide the background,"
added Wartell.
The idea of eventually
converting JMU entirely to
the metric system has been
discussed informally by the
administration, according to
Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice
president for academic
affairs, but no specific plans
have been made on when the
change would occur and how
much such a conversion would
cost.

Will the metric system
eventually
be
used
extensively in the U .S. ? With a
majority of Americans still
opposing the switch to
metrics, the opinion of
Newsweek editorial writer
Lisa Schillinger may prove to
be correct when she said in
1976 that "the metric system
in America, just like
prohibition, will ventually be a
failure."

f\om
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DAILY 9-S--30
SON. IZ-S

like lime oul foi ihe <ood things in life

Arthur Treacher's
A nice little seafood
restaurant that also gives
you afresh, healthy salad

"THIS IS good." Marcum

^SROOKS
Shoe mfg. Co.
PRESENTS

BRIGHTEN UP
YOUR DORM m
^WITH PLANTS!
WE HAVE k BEAUTIFUL
SELECTION OP GREEN &
PL0WERIN6 PLANTS, POTS,
MACRAME POT 3LIN6S,
PLANT BOOKS * ACCESSORIES

(Continued from Page 1)
overall impression
of the university," Higgs
noted.
"The appearance of the
campus is always a selling
point," he added."Grounds
upkeep always leaves an
impression on visitors."
Marcum credited James
Madison University President
Ronald Carrier's personal
interest in the appearance of
the campus for the campus'
overall good condition.
"I think our president is
more concerned with the total
operation of the physical plant
than are presidents of other
state universities," Marcum
said. "There's probably more
money budgeted for upkeep of
the facilities here due to his
(Carrier's) special interest,"
he added.

said,"because with enough
money budgeted for grounds
maintenance, problems don't
build up. You've got to admit
it snows. Our facilities and
grounds will match up with
anybody's I've seen."
Normal
ground
maintenance
operations,
including equipment and
purchases of salt for snow
removal,
grass
seed,
fertilizer, and shrubbery, cost
the university around $140,000
per year, Marcum estimated,
using figures from the current
budget. Another $211,000 goes
to pay grounds crews salaries,
including overtime and
temporary help, he said.
About one-third of building
and grounds $1 million total
budget goes to grounds
maintenance, he said. The
remainder is mainly used for
building repairs and salaries
for maintenance workers.

THE
4?v>
|Valley Mall
^j\CV-

First Anniversary Race

Saturday, Oct. 13, 1979 10:00 am
Valley Mall
7.5 Mile Road Race and 1 Mile Fun Run
COURSE: 7.5 mile rolling road course with a few major hills.
SPLITS: 1. 2, 3, and 5 miles and FINISH. Liquids at 1, 3, 5
mile and Finish. Medical Support and Sanitai
Facilities will be avaTlaEleL
RACE CATEGORIES: Male and female age groups (0*13,
14-19, 20-29, 30-39, etcT
AWARDS: To top 3 in each category. In addition, Random
Prizes will be awarded .
ENTRY FEES: PRE-REGISTRATION $4.00 (by Oct. 1
plus
RACE"
$5.00. Entry includes official race
T-shirt, race number, refreshment and official
race results.
Enter in j>erson j>r mail to:
AthleTk Attic
Valley Mall
TM.
Highway 33 East Harrison burg,
VA 22801
RACE HEADQUARTERS
Make Checks payable to: ANNIVERSARY

KACE

In consideration of the acceptance of this entry to The Valley Mall
Anniversary Race, I waive all claims for myself, my heirs, and
assigns against the Race Sponsors, promoters, or officials for
injury or illness which may result from my participation. I
further state that I am in proper physical condition to participate
in this event, and that I am an amateur athlete.
Date

Signature.
Name.

JMI go '<gni up lo OL- "t* taiao Ou'iei ana make youisefl a ba*n. oatcoua htaitny
salad mt way ,c j i*e A Se«c: bom 30 delicious salad items

Address

Aix) you can keep gomg tack 10 Itie t» k* mwe as
ollen as you piease-wtiethef its lot one al<you<an-eat
pnee w at a special low puce w* any platter

State—

City —

^fe

Sex

.T-ShirtSize

S

M

88 Corlton St.
Sun-Th«rt
■» * • • . » • »

1 1AM-10PM . Fri-Sot

1IAM-10PM

i

I will Run (circle one) 7.5 mi Race
>Q-.r,.U*WTl*4S0N

L

XL

ZipAge on 10-13-79.

»----..-- -—f

1 mi Fun Run

Phone—

—update
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Zoning problems and
nursing programs
One year ago...

Today

(The Breeze, September 19, 1978)
An economic boycott of Harrisonburg by
James Madison University students is being
considered as a "viable possibility" by student
leaders in an effort to defeat proposed zoning
changes aimed at limiting the number of
students who can live in a single dwelling.
They estimate that such a boycott could
result in a monthly loss to merchants of
$250,000-1500,000 and hope that it would cause
businessmen to put pressure on the city council
to defeat the proposed zoning changes.
A sampling of merchants contacted
Saturday indicated that most believe such a
boycott could not be organized, that it would
not cause merchants to put pressure on the city
council and the figures cited by student leaders
are exaggerated.
Various citizens groups upset by the noise,
litter, property derioration and parking
problems caused by students renting houses in
residential zones, have advocated that the
number of unrelated persons allowed to share
a single dwelling be cut from seven to five in R3 andf rom five to three in R-l zoned areas.
The city council granted preliminary
approval to the zoning changes Tuesday and is
expected to make a final decision September
26.

(The Breeze, September 29, 1979)
New zoning amendments limiting the
number of unrelated people living in a
residental area were passed in September 1978
by the Harrisonburg City Council.
The amendment reduced the number of
unrelated persons (students) living in a single
dwellings from five to two in R-l zones and
from seven to five in R-3 zones. The city
council'- also established and appointed
members to a city-university relations
committee.
The new zoning amendments are apparently
working, according to city building offical
John Byrd. "Of course there are problems,
they can't be avoided," he says, "thereare still
violations."
But compared to the number of complaints
last year, particularly in the R-2 zoining area,
there's been a "drastic" change for the better,
Byrd says.

Today

Five years ago...
(The Breeze. September 27. 1974)
Madison College has begun its new four year
nursing program leading to a Bachelor of
Science degree.
The program was recently approved by the
State Council on Higher Education. It includes
the previously offered two year pre-nursing
program in addition to a clinical component
which will be developed over the next two
years.
Students will enroll in the pre-nursing
program and those wishing to complete the
clinical component at Madison will be able to
submit an application for admission to the
program. There are 100 students enrolled m
the program. Approximately 30-35 studeojfc,
will be accepted. All others will be require! w
finish the clinical component at another
university or college.
The new four year program will succeed the
three-year diploma program now being offered
at Rockingham Memorial Hospital. The
hospital enrolled its last class this September
and will end the program after their
graduation in 1977.
According to Dr. John Mundy, Madison's
Director of Administrative Affairs, the reason
for the change is "a national trend toward
baccalaureate nurses." Students will recieve
a broader academic background with the
clinical component of the program being
"more varied, with more in-depth exposure."

(The Breeze. September 29, 1979)
After five years, JMU's nursing program is
still in its developing stages. But progress had
been made to begin implementing the program
in 1980.
The four-year degree program at JMU is
expected to begin in the fall of 1980.
Before the nursing program could be added
to the JMU circulium, it had to be approved by
two state agencies; the State Council of Higher
Education which provides the funding for the
program, and the State Board of Nursing
which approves the program for licensing
T" tered nurses.
1974, the State Board of Nursing approved
the development of a course curriculum at
Madison. The program was finally passed by
the State Council of Higher Education in 1979
after first being denied approval in 1978.
Dr. Marcia Dake, Director of Nursing
Education at JMU, said apparently the
directors on the board of higher education had
to be "convinced" by health professionals and
various health committees about the value of
the program.
A revised program will be resubmitted to the
State Board of Nursing in November for final
approval before hiring employees, faculty and
iimitiating courses.
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• 50 item soup and*
Salad Bar

$28-$54
Improve your style on the slopes. With
treat-looking skiwear. A terrific preseason selections. Include ,1ackets, with
coordinating vests and bib pants. In
sparkling colors and lets of styles. All
nylon and cottori/poly blends for juniors

We Feature
Reasonably Priced Food

Steaks , Seafood , Chicken,
Sandwiches and Spaghetti
Luncheon Buffet
434-0505
Exit No. 63
Port Road 6 1-81
Beside
Howard Johnsons
Harrisonburg,

Private Meeting Rooms
Available

MIXED BEVERAGES
Welcomes AH JMU Students
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Repelling for fun and credit
BY DREW N1CKELL
"On repel" shouted the
first year cadet as he
descended to the bottom of the
rocky slope.
"Move to your left," the
sergeant instructed as he
watched the trainee slip down
towards the bottom. "All right,
now lean back..."
He made it. Cadet Private
Kenny Sothoron successfully
completed this introductory
repelling exercise under,the
supervision of Master Sgt.
James E. Merritt of the U.S.
Army Special Forces.
LAST Thursday, members
of the James Madison
University ROTC unit spent
the afternoon repelling at
Frazier Quarry, just north of
US Route 33.
Repelling, defined, is any
type of descent which involves
the use of a rope. It is a part of
the ROTC training program
that cadets receive prior to
their commission into the
army. There are several types
of repelling used, depending
on which method proves most
advantagous.
Thursday's
exercise,
according to Sgt. Merritt, was
merely an introduction which
will prepare each cadet for the
more advanced repelling that
follows later on in their
training.

"Everyone has some degree
of personal fear for this kind
of exercise," said Merritt.
"It's basically a fear of the
unknown, just like anything
else.
"That's why we're
here today- so it will
be a lot easier the
next time around."
For many of these
cadets, this "next
time" will occur at
Fort Bragg, N.C.,
where they will
receive advanced
officer training from
the army during the
summer between
their junior and
senior years.

Cadet Major Michael Dillon,
a veteran repeller, called a
'Mairre' goes down first,"
Dillon explained. "The blairre
acts as a 'brakeman' in the
event of an emergency, by

helicopter,Capt. Donald
Henley pointed out.

"This method of repelling
has
been
effectively
adapted." he said, "by
many
firefighting
and rescue units to
aid them in their line
of work."
Henley added that
this type of descent is
part of an advanced
course reserved for
those who have
mastered the fundamentals
of
repelling.
REPELLING is by
no means an exclusively
maleoriented
exercise.
Cadet 1st Lt. Margo
WHILE repelling,
Boublik, who serves
certain
safety
as
an assistant
precautions are
training officer in
taken to minimize
charge of special
danger
and
projects, had taken
maximize consome
advanced
fidence among the
repelling
courses at
participants. One
Fort Bragg just prior
measure involves the
ROTC cadet repels toward waiting 'blairre' at
to Thursday's
use of a "Swiss
Frazier Quarry.
descent. "The
Seat."
ones
at
summer
camp were
separating
the
descent
lines.
A Swiss Seat is a rope
much steeper than the' slopes
"Without the use of a Swiss
device closely resembling an
at Frazier Quarry," she
athletic supporter. It is worn
Seat," he added, "you're
recalled. "But these slopes
pretty much on your own."
tightly to insure adequate
are great for building up one's
protection. An oval "D" ring
An example of repelling
confidence."
is attached to the device which
without a Swiss Seat is body
allows a guide line to slip
repelling,necessary for
Boublik, who will enter the
freely through it.
descending from a hovering
army with the intention of

making a career of her
commission, said that she
isn't afraid of repelling at all.
"Heights really don't bother
me that much, as long as I
have something that I can
confidently hold on to."

'Everyone has
some degree of
fear for this
kind of
exercise/
Merritt pointed out that the
purpose of Thursday's
exercise was to acquaint each
cadet with elementary
repelling skills and to
surpress any fears which
could deter a cadet from
mastering advanced repelling
techniques. To this end,
Sothoron accomplished his
mission.
"It was a lot of fun," be
explained. "Now I'm ready
for the big one!"

'Madwoman of Chaillot' brings magic to the stage
By WES WILLOUGHBY
Those who witnessed the
opening performance of the
Wampler Experimental
Theatre's version of Jean
Giraudoux's "The Madwoman
of Chaillot" saw a bright and
witty production of a story
about society's growing
conflict with big business.
Director Stephanie Harper
has engineered, in an
incredible two weeks, an
inspiring performance of this
symbolic satire.
Chaillot, a small town in
France, serves as a common
man's utopia, very innocent,
very vulnerable. The play
opens in a small cafe with the
corporate president, played
by Tim Powell, bragging
about his conquest of riches.
Powell brings to the surface
the money-hungry arrogance
of the business magnate.
We see more of this drive in
Blair Holmes, who plays a
broker enjoying the life-anddeath thrill of the stock
exchange. This assemblage
attracts a snotty and callous
businesswoman, played by
Michelle Green, who must
have actually left her
noseprints on the ceiling of the
Wampler Theatre. She is a
prospector who reveals to her
cohorts that oil awaits them
wider Chaillot. Immediately
these madmen are vigorously
scheming" -the p town"s

destruction.
ENTER the Countess
Aurelia, the Madwoman of
Chaillot, the heart and
motivation of the town's
population of silly vagabonds.
Pam Amos beautifully
portrays a senile, yet sober
old woman, durable enough to
confront the corporation. The
countess has an endearing
manner that hides her
formidable determination
behind a sage-like inanity.
As soon as she learns of "the
corporation's" plot and the
decay of happiness in her
town, the countess launches
an attack on the corruptive
disease infecting her-and ourutopia: she invites the
presidents and prospectors to
visit her house later in the
afternoon.
At the beginning of the
second act, a hole in the
countess'
basement
is
revealed to us by the sewer
man. This mysterious hole is a
never-ending staircase which
possesses the climber to lead
him downward forever.
Next, we meet three other
madwomen,
played
charmingly
by
Holly
Richards, Brenda Burtner
and Darcy Reardon. These
silly old ladies not only add
depth to the countess'
madness, but they also bring
out for'; the audience the

Pnoio *>v B«t»*y Perdu*

A SHEEPISH sergeant (Steve Snyder) and a
crazy countess (Pam Amos) refuse to let Chip
countess' inner conflict: does
she hist stop the corporation,
or should she destroy them?
Madame Josephine believes
they should hold a trial first,
and thus begins the kangaroo
court. The madwomen are the
panel
of
judges,
the
vagabonds comprise the jury,
and a ragpicker is chosen to

Craig, a wayward vagabond, take his own life.

represent the corporation.
Scott Vaughan, ragpicker
for the defense, offers a
rousng but pitiful story
explaining the corporation is
innocent of worshipping
money. Vaughan gives us an
enlightened view of the
president,. through . the
President's
eyes: -''The

corporate executive is only a
victim, not a criminal. Money
worships him, not vice-versa.
NEVERTHELESS, all
shout, "Guilty!" at this
backward view of happiness,
and the. countess is now
Continued i •on* Page* 14 >

**
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LRB: gunk, schlock and kitsch
By DEAN HONEYCUTT
The Little River Band returned to James Madison University
Sunday night to play a polished set of boring Top-40 tunes with
insipid lyrics, and the sell-out crowd loved it
The Australian band's two-hour performance was skillfully
executed and well timed, fed through a beautiful sound system, lit
like a launchpad and staged with flawless professionalism. If The
Little River Band played legitimate music they could patent their
concert formula, distribute it through a multi-national
conglomerate and retire on royalties.
But The Little River Band plays gunk, schlock and kitsch.
Nevertheless, The Little River Band is very good at playing
gunk, schlock and kitsch. All seven band members are competent
musicians, particularly lead guitarist David Briggs, who played
studio-perfect solos on "Happy Anniversary^1 and "Cool
Change," a ballad off their latest LP, "First Under the Wire."
Lead vocalist Glenn Sharrock dittoed studio performances to the
note from the opener "Hard Life" to the encore performances of
"It's Not a Wonder," a rocker off the latest Little River Band
release.
DEREK Pellicci and Barry Sullivan comprise a very
competent rhythm section. David Briggs and Beeb Birtles are
both competent vocalists and better-than-average guitarists,
offering competent, inspired harmonies and competent,
predictable guitar work, especially on the band's more successful
numbers like "Lady," "Manon the Run" and "Lonesome Loser."
It would be difficult to take issue with the way the band plays.
But it's too easy to take issue with what it plays. The Little River
Band displays seven good musicians but not one inspired
composer.
THE BEST compositions were performed by Hotel, the backup
band that didn't make the bill. A triumvirat of composers—Marc
Phillips, Lee Bargeron and Tommy Calton— has invented songs
with a curious mix of commercial and progressive influences
ranging from ragtime to heavy metal. The six-man group from
Birmingham, Ala., delivered a set of nine songs, each of them
clearly different from the rest and a little more challenging than
The Little River Band's Top-40 fare.
Ptwto by David Jotwnon

GLENN SIIARROCK, The Little River Band's
lead vocalist, sings the Top-40 tunes that made

Australia famous. The band's Sunday night
performance was its second JMU appearance.

Most of them are included on their first album, "Hotel,"
recently released on the MCA label.

Dreams are over, yeah, yeah, yeah
The problem is that we've
got all these millions of songs
... how can we fit 'em on that
tea little minutes ... This is the
compromise of being the
Beatles, that there's no more
time for me to put
"Revolution No. 9" on Beatles
albums, 'cause that's John
Lennon.
John Lennon, 1969
By MARK SUTTON
Friday
morning's
Washington Post brought yet
another tease, another of the
many rumors that have
proliferated in the last
decade-the Beatles would get
together again. But the rumor
we got Friday was different-it
had a measure of substance.
Three of the former BeatlesPaul McCartney, George
Harrison, and Ringo Starrhad agreed in principle to a
reunion benefit concert with
the proceeds to go to the
Vietnamese "Boat People."
As usual, all was, and: still
is, resting on John Lennon. As
of Friday, he was seriously
considering it, but on
Saturday the response from
official Lennon spokesmen
was a simple "no comment."
So the question remained, at
press time, will the Beatles
reunite?
As soon as you've clutched
onto something, you thinkyou're always clutchin' at
straws-this is what life is all
about. I think artists are lucky
because the straws are always
blowin' out of their hands. But
the unfortunate thing is that
most people find the straw hat
and hang on to it ... I think 1

found oat it's a waste of time.
There is no hat to w ear. Just
keep moving around and
changing clothes is the best.
That's all that goes on:
CHANGE.
John Lennon 1975
Most of us have been
clutching at the straw of a
Beatles reunion since the band
broke up. As early as 1969,
when the first Plastic Ono
Band dates were being
played, there were rumors of
an impending return of the
"Fab Four," that John's solo
outings were merely warmupss for the return of the
group as a whole. When John,
George and Ringo did a stint
together as the Plastic Ono
Supergroup, the air was
electric. Not in three years
had any of the Beatles been
together on stage.
The Beatles finally went
through their death throes in
1970, when Paul McCartney
left the group, only a year
after begging John not to do
the same thing.
Since that time there have
been
repeated
rumors
concerning an "imminent
Beatles reunion." Every time
more than two of them have
been together in the studio, or
on the road, people have
screamed "reunion!." When
John, Paul and George helped
out on Ringo's self-titled
album of 1973, we all
screammed "reunion." When
Wings toured America in 1975
and Ringo showed up a couple
of times, we all screamed
"reunion." When Paul, Ringo
and George played at Eric
Clapton's
wedding
(to

THE FAB FOUR from Liverpool haven't
performed together oa stage since 1966. But
rumors of a reunion have persisted since 1979—
George's ex-wife, Patti), we
all screamed "reunion*"
But the most important
thing to consider, what we all
have overlooked-John Lennon
and Paul McCartney have not
played music together since
the recording of "Abbey
Road" 10 years ago. John
Lennon and Paul McCartney
have not written a song
together since 1967. John
Lennon and Paul McCartney
have not played live together
since 1966.
John Lennon and Paul
McCartney will, .opt, play
together
a,g a i n ,

when the Beatles broke up—and now suggest a
possible reunion on behalf of the Vietnamese
"Boat People."

ITEM: John Lennon has not
released an album of original
material since 1974. John
Lennon has not released an
album of new songs (as
opposed to re-releases) since
1975. He has not taken to the
stage since then, except for a
guest shot on Elton John's
Thanksgiving Madison Square
Garden show of 1975. The last
Plastic Ono BAnd dates were
played sometime in 1973.
And as Neil Young has said:
Rust never sleeps.
There should be no doubt
among Beatle fans that the
group; was torn apart by the

dissension between John and
Paul. Has this dissension
cleared, or does it still
remain? The much-publicized
personal animosity between
John and Paul may have
cooled, but do their musical
differences still remain?
We may, if we take the time,
sit down and analyze the true
prospects for a Beatle
reunion. Even if the musical
and other artistic differences
between the group members
have cooled, many other
problems remain.
(Continued on page 44)
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Toad the Mime
appears tomorrow
By SUSAN TERPAY
"Toad the Mime" will
appear Wednesday at 8 p.m.
in Wilson Hall
Antoinette At tell is "Toad
the Mime". In her roles, she
uses the art of mime, a
theatrical performance in
which the actors use motions
for gestures rather than spech
for communication, and
extends it beyond its
traditional rules.
She broadens mime to
include the environment in
her performances by reading
her audiences bodies and
minds and making them part
of her improvisations.
In addition to having
worked with comedians such
as Steve Martin and Chevy
Chase, she has appeared on
various talk shows.
Her act has opened for such
rock groups as The Tubes,

• 'Mad Woman'

Traffic, America and Richie
Havens.
She recently taught the
clowns in Ringling Bros.,
Barnum & Bailey Circus
mime and other theatrical
arts.
Toad's "body cartoons" are
enlivened by the use of sound
effects and recorded music, as
she turns from one living
creature into another.
When asked how she keeps
her audience's attention she
says "I imagine two people
making love and I'm trying to
get them to watch me
instead."
Her mime features people
meeting in a singles bar,
airline stewardesses,
gangsters, and other popular
superstars.
The performance is being
sponsored by the University
Program Board and is free.

(Continued from Page 12)
assured of the need to destroy
the corporation. And none too
soon, since the corporate
delegation has arrived
bearing releases for her to
sign, allowing them to drill on
her land.
The rest is delightful
ceremony as the presidents
and prospectors leap joyfully
down the staircase to oblivion,
chasing a ghost of an oil find.
The evil in Chaillot it
destroyed and all is right and
well again, all in one
afternoon
"THE MADWOMAN OF
CHAILLOT" is a comedy with
a subtle message. It was first
performed in 1948, when free
enterprise
in
America
blossomed in a post-war era.
Jean
Giraudoux's

"Madwoman" reveals the
system's
corruptive
influences and ties them to
mankind's basic evil. All the
silliness is symbolic of the
immaterial joys of human
nature, which Giraudoux
treasures.
The vagabonds were a
complicated
bunch
of
simpletons. Their actions are
interwoven to support each
other. Their constant activity
reflects the atmoshpere of the
town without distracting from
the action in the foreground.
The Sergeant, played by
Steve Snyder, was a sheepish
official illustrating how easily
corporate madness can
overstep, and therefore
become the law.
The Deaf Mute, subtle and
playful, still understood the
underlying forces behind the
action and relayed them to the

audience through Lisa Gibbs'
smooth and graceful sign
language.
THE VAGABONDS seem to
be the insane characters at
first, but closer examination
reveals only a slight
exaggeration of society's
search for equilibrium and
happiness. The corporation,
composed of crazed and
insanely motivated charaters
with a totally warped view of
good' and evil, neglects to
recognize humanity and
compasssion, ignoring humor
in favor of tedium.
The Experimental
Theatre's production directed
by the sensitive Stephanie
Harper, was in
commmunication with Jean
Giraudoux
beyond
the
ethereal creating magic on
the stage.

* Bea ties
(Continued from Page 13)
First of all, if the concert is
to be held in Geneva,
Switzerland, as is currently
projected, who is going to be
able to see it? Certainly, the
average Joe cannnot afford to
see a concert in Switzerland,
even if it is the concert of a
lifetime. Secondly, closed
circuit TV show prices could
cost as much as $100 per head,
maybe more. Can the average
Joe afford to pay that much
for'a closed circuit telecast?
Finally, it's possible we could,
of course, watch the whole
thing on TV, chopped up,
watered down, and brought to

you by Handy-Wipes.
—DO we really want to
see the spectre of the Beatles
trying in vain to resurrect
their former glory? John and
Ringo will both be 40 very
soon, and Paul and George are
both well into their 30's. When
last we saw them together,
they were in their 20's, hale,
hearty and ready to rock. We
have seen, on their most
recent tours, the strain that
the road now takes on Paul
and George. John has been
retired since 1975 and Ringo
hasn't been on the road in
years. We can only be

disappointed by the spectre of
our former heroes attempting
to imitate themselves at a
younger age.
Bigger than Elvis. Bigger
than Sinatra. Bigger than
God. John told everybody now
the Beatles were bigger than
Christ and for a couple of
weeks that summer most of
the Western world seemed to
go in an uproar. Was the world
really that innocent so short a
time ago? No. It was just that
John Lennon was explaining
that the world had changed
and that the newspapers had
to catch up; we were not going
to have any more aw-shucks

heroes. So we could all run in
the endless emptiness of the
rugby field of "A Hard Day's
Night", rising or falling, in
slow motion or fast, but sooner
or later we would have to grow
up.
The
Beatles
were
custodians of childhood. They
could not last.
Pete Ha mil

IS THIS
WHAT YOUR

Perhaps, by refusing to do
this concert, John Lennon can
reaffirm what be told us so
many years ago- the dream is
over.
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Big bite

HOUSTON (AP) - George Sharman says the
adage, "if you build a better mousetrap people
will beat a path to your door," may apply to
mousetraps, but it has nothing to do with new
automobile designs.
Sharman, 31, has come up with what he says
is a car that will save gasoline as well as lives,
but, apparently, nobody is interested enough to
come across with money to start production of
the vehicle.
After building a prototype and showing it
around the country. Sharmanm asked for
private money and then federal funds for
production. "But," he says, "I've hit a brick
wall."
The only whispers of interest came from
Great Britain and Mexico.
"I want this to be an American car,"
Sharman says, "but I'll go where necessary to
get the proper financing."
The four-seat sports model car is made of
plastic, with foam blocks of varying densities
sandwiched between the inner and outer skins,
reinforced with graphite and directional glass.
That means, Sharman says, the car "is
virtually crush-proof."
The developer says the vehicle, powered by
an 80 horse-power engine, can get at least 50
miles to the gallon.
The total cost to the customer $8.500.

Women dentists
PHILADELPHIA (AP> - Until recent years
there hasn't been a preponderance of women in
the field of dentistry or, for that matter, in any
health profession outside nursing.
But all that is changing because of shifting
economic circumstances, a larger role for
women in the working world, and because of
women like Patricia Cormier of the University
of Pennsylvania's School of Dental Medicine.
"When I came here four years ago,.we had
something like four women in a class of about
107, or so," said Mrs. Cormier, who recently
took over as associate dean of the dental
school.
This year, she said, 25 percent of the
graduating class was composed of women.
"The rise has been clearly monumental,"
she said.
In announcing her appointment in August,
Dean Walter B. Cohen said he believed Mrs.
Cormier was the first woman non-dentist to
hold so high an administrative position.
The Bridgeport, Conn., native who lives with
her husband and three children in suburban
Haverford, says women are becoming more
aware of opportunities available to them in
medicine.
"For the first time the women are realizing
that they can combine this kind of professional
life with marriage and a family," Mrs.
Cormier said.

Security problems

SOLOMONS, MD. (AP) - A bull shark, just
about one foot shy of the longest one ever
sighted in the world, apparently paid a recent
visit to the Chesapeake Bay, according to
University of Maryland scientists.
The existence of the shark was discovered
recently when the fish, believed to be lOte feet
long and weighing as much as 1,000 pounds, left
his calling card-a tooth-in the body of a netted
cownose ray.
The ray was caught in a gill net set out by a
team of scientists from the University of
Maryland's Chesapeake Biological Laboratory
here who were working the waters Sept. 14.
When the net was pulled in from its place in
the shallow waters about 400 yards offshore,
scientists found something had feasted on the
ray.
"There's nothing else that makes a bite that
big," said Walter Boynton, a member of the
team. "It was a hell of a chomp."
An icthyologist who studied the tooth
determined the shark's possible size and
weight.
Although bull sharks, known to be maneaters
and most often found in South American
waters, are not uncommon in the Bay, they
seldom even reach seven feet in length, said
Michael J. Reber, an assistant at the
laboratory.
He said the largest bull shark ever sighted
was about 114 feet.
"The splashing ray probably attracted the
shark" who took a bite while the five scientists
were working in nearby waters, Reber said.

Little significance
WASHINGTON (AP) ■ President Carter says
his low standing in public opinion polls will
have "relatively little significance for the
outcome of the 1980 presidential election.
Carter, whose approval rating stands at the
lowest point of any president in the 30-year
history of opinion polling, said the "relatively
transient public opinion polls" would count for
less in an election than his "superb" record
and his character, his political organization
and the zeal of his supporters.
"In this present political environment, it is
almost impossible" for any president to rate
high with a majority of Americans," he said
Carter said he has not received proper credit
for his accomplishments. He said news
organization focus attention on his defeats and
play down his victories. And he said the polls
themselves may not be accurately measuring
positive feelings toward him because they
don't count "fair" as a positive rating.
In the most recent Associated Press-NBC
News poll, only 19 percent of the public gave
Carter a good or excellent rating. The poll was
conducted Sept. 10-11.

RICHMOND (AP) - The United States is no
longer in a position to feel secure and
comfortable in the face of unprecedented
military threats, Sen. John Warner (R.-Va.)
said Saturday.
The country is not responding adequately to
the threat of a massive Soviet arms buildup,
Warner told a convention of the Virginia
Retired Officers Association here.
With a gross national product less than half
that of the United States, Warner said, the
Soviet Union in the last eight years has
invested about $100 billion more for defense
that the U.S.
He said discounting for inflation, "the
country now spends less for defense in
uninflated dollars than in fiscal 1964-and that
money buys less and less defense equipment
because of higher manpower and operating
costs."

Space race
WASHINGTON (AP) - With a series of record
manned flights, the Russian space program
has rebounded from the moon race setback
and the Soviets are pushing it aggressively as a
sign of national power.
For more than a year, cosmonauts have been
almost constantly in space, establishing a
strong military presence and building toward
space stations, colonies, orbiting factories and
a dream of sending humans to the planets.
The push comes as the United States tackles
technical problems with its new space shuttle
and the nation's future in space is clouded by
money restraints.
The United States, its technical pride
bruised, fought back with the Apollo program
and landed the first men on the moon. The
Russians lost out when their lunar rocket failed
repeated tests, and they gave up.
America took charge in the late 1960s and the
first half of this decade with six manned trips
to the moon's surface and the Skylab space
station. But America has not sent a man into
space since 1975 while it has concentrated on
readying the shuttle, still a year away from its
first launch-nearly two years behind schedule.
So, for four years, American astronauts have
been on the sidelines while 26 Russian
cosmonauts have vaulted into orbit and
wrested away all the space endurance records
that were set in Skylab. More important, those
cosmonauts have acquired a vast amount of
experience in how to operate in space for
military, scientific and practical purposes.
The most recent Russian crew returned to
Earth Aug. 19 after a record 175 days-nearly
six months-in the Salyut 6 space station. Soviet
cosmonauts now have logged a total of 35,775
hours in space. The Americans have 22,493
hours.
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JMU downs Tigers 17-0...

Photo by David Johnson

By CATHY HANKS
The Dukes would be hard
pressed to record a more
satisfying win than their 17-0
shutout of Hampden-Sydney
here on Saturday night.
Not only was it the James
Madison University's third
win in as many years over the
Tigers, but it was also the
team's first victory in this
trying season.
JMU is now 1-3, after losses
to Austin Peay (10-6), East
Tennessee (31-0), and Towson
State (18-8).
The Tigers are 1-2 with a 147 season-opening win over
Salem College and last week's
<fc2 loss to Sewanee.
JMU lead the game in
offensive statistics with 328
total
offensive
yards,
including 297 on the ground,
while. Hampden-Sydney
managed just 153. The Dukes
also had 18 first downs to the
Tigers' 16.
Hampden-Sydney
concentrated their rushing
game on the Dukes' right side,
but came up with only 106
yards on 54 attempts.
Freshman quarterback
Tom Bowles connected on just
two of seven attempts, and

had three interceptions
recorded.
..MISTAKES played a big
part in the game between the
rival
teams
from
the
beginning.
Hampden-Sydney
quarterback Roger Glover
began the show by fumbling
on the second play of the
game. JMU linebacker Dale
Caparaso recovered on the
Hampden-Sydney 18 yard line.
JMU
quickly
took
advantage of the mistake and
took the ball to the two
yardline, but had to settle for
three points on Scott
Norwood's successful 20-yard
field goal with 10:52 left in the
first quarter.
Hampden-Sydney then
gained possession on their
own 20 after Norwood drove
the ensuing kickoff deep into
the endzone.
The Tigers began bulldozing
their way to JMU's 30 yard
line, but were set back to the
35 on a procedure penalty.
With help of the penalty, the
Dukes defense held HampdenSydney.
. NEITHER TEAM managed
to gain an advantage until
Bowles threw the ball right at

linebacker Tom Garner at
JMU's 43 yardline. The pass,
which ended the first quarter,
was intended for split end
Bucky Hurt.
JMU's defense started the
second quarter on a positive
note by sacking Glover for a
four-yard loss. The Tigers'
tailback David Thatcher
carried the ball to the Dukes'
30 before being brought down
by safety Ricky Leonard.
Hampden-Sydney
inched
their way forward, but a
determined Dukes' defense
held the Tigers and JMU took
over on its own 16.
Although both teams moved
the ball, neither was able to
score in the rest of the half.
JMU did threaten with 29
seconds left at HampdenSydney's four yard line. On
third-and-goal from the four,
Bowles had the ball knocked
out of his hands by a lineman
but recovered it for a 16 yard
loss.
JMU then attempted a 37yard field goal, however the
ball shot over holder
Leonard's head. Norwood
recovered the fumble as the
horn sounded ending the first
half.
(Continued on Page 18)

...as crazed defense swarms
By DENNIS SMITH
Defense!
That's all that needs to be said about James
Madison University's 17-0 win over Hampden-Sydney
College here Saturday night.
But, in the great traditional art of football analysis
or press-box coaching (which is something similar to
back-seat driving), I'll expand upon this statement to
the tune of about 600 words.
A heard of wounded animals wearing purple
jerseys, desperately stalked its prey before the
game. Leaping wildly like lions crazed with pain and
hunger, the defensive players licked their wounds
and lips. They made no bones about who their prey
would be— the smaller Tigers' offense.
It was their last chance to prove to their trainers (if
I've lost you, coaches) that they were indeed from the
same mold as past seasons' packs of ravaging
monsters.

JMU left Tiger remains scattered throughout the
field.
..THE FIERCEST of the attacks resulted in the
Dukes' final score.
Punter Paul Fozo fumbled the snap and then rolled
out right. He juggled the ball again and then
attempted to hit a receiver with a dump pass. The
split second the ball hit, so did a hunger defender.
The receiver flipped 360 degrees, while the ball fell
into the hands of the Lion-Dukes' linebacker Roger
Collins at the Tigers' 17 yardline.
The offense decided it wanted a bigger taste of
Tiger blood.
. QUARTERBACK AND LEADER of the offensive
pack Tom Bowles hit tight end Mike Battle with a
short pass and the junior roared down the left sideline

for a 17-yard touchdown
In the fourth quarter two more Lion-Dukes got a
taste. Vince Ficara recovered a fumble at the JMU 15
yardline, and Tom McGloon recovered a bad snap
that went over Fozo's head at H-SC's 18.
Neither of the turnovers were converted into
scores.
But, when Glover bootlegged right and hit a bloody
wall for no gain, and the contest ended and the Lions
walked off the field smacking their lips very
satisfied.
They had held the Tigers to just 153 yards the entire
game, but more importantly they tasted victory for
the first time this season.
"It tastes pretty good," said the pack elder and
head coach Challace McMillin. "It tastes pretty
good."

..THE SWARM STRUCK on the second play from
scrimmage, when linebacker and leader of the pack
Dale Caparaso got first blood. He picked up on
Hampden-Sydney on a bad handoff from baby tiger
cub (or freshman) quarterback Roger Glover at HSC's 18 yardline.
The Dukes' still somewhat sputtering offense
converted the turnover into a mere field goal.
But, by now the entire defense caught scent of the
fresh blood, and everyone wanted a piece of Tiger
meat. The result was two Tiger punts to end the first
quarter.
With the first-quarter starvation partially satisfied,
the pack rested much of the second quarter, only
sending out defenders when threatened.
The first attack, a three-point attempt, was
thwarted by a fumble of the snap by HampdenSydney's holder Francis Vanboncoeur.
The second, a 44-yard drive, was killed by the
Lions' (oh, Dukes') monster in the middle Billy
Jarvis. He snatched an interception from the Tiger's
new quarterback Bill Newell at JMU's 35 and
returned it to H-SC's 44 yardline.
The half ended 3-0 in favor of the horde.
. .THE TIGERS MANAGED only 106 yards in 37
attempts, a very respectable first half for the
defense. However, its counterpart held JMU's
offense to just 53 yards in 28 attacks for scrimmage.
Some real sratching and clawing must have taken
place in the team's halftime cage, because the Dukes'
pussy cat of an offense transformed into another
group of lions.
After three plays of the second half, the team took
it's biggest lead of the season 10-0.
In three successive possessions the Tigers
managed only three offensive plays against the again
hungry defense. Tremendous, swarming attacks by

Photo by David Johnson
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Indiana State wins title

Dukes' golf places second in JMU event
By SCOTT RODGERS
Amid driving rains and cold
temperatures, the James
Madison University golf team
managed to come away with a
second place finish in their
own invitational tournament
this weekend. Indiana State
University of Pennsylvania
won the tournament with total
of 1124, 13 more than the
Dukes.
"I'm convinced we just
don't
win
our
own
tournaments,"
commented
coach Drew Balog, "we'll
probably go out and win
somewhere else next week."
Indiana State was ahead the
first day by 16 strokes with a
score of 373. "We really lost it
the first day, you just don't
make up 16 strokes against a
good team like Indiana," said
Balog.
JMU was in second place
the first day with a 389, tying
William and Mary and Old
Dominion University. ODU
fell off the pace the second day
but W&M held on and finished
third for the tourney.
The low score for the first
day was shot by Kent Stauffer
of Indiana State, who also won
the tournament's individual

competition
He shot a 72
along with Tim Ansboro from
W&M. "It just poured from
hole one on," said Balog of the
rain ort Friday,' '72 was a good
score."
JMU had the best round on
the second day with a score of
378, good enough to pick up
four strokes on Indiana State.
JMU team co-captain.Barry
Wirt had a 72 to lead the
individual
scoring
for
Saturday, which also had it's
wet moments with a steady
rain after two o'clock.
"You can't be looking for
low scores in this kind of
weather," explained Barry,
"but I should have finished
better on the last day." Barry
finished second overall losing
to Stauffer by only three
strokes.
JMU had little hope of
overtaking Indiana State who
led by 12 strokes going into the
third round. "I told the guys
that they would have to shoot
370 on Sunday to be close and
they did," Balog said,
seemingly satisfied. But when
the cards came in that
afternoon Indiana State had
shot a low score for the day of
(Continued on Page 18)

Photo by Chuck Fazio

SMOOTH BUT SHORT: JMU's Barry Wirt
had a chance at the inidvidual title of this

weekend's tourney but met disaster at 16 and
17.

Flying High
Baltimore enjoys vintage year

Virginia Tech defeats
JMU cross country
By SCOTT WORNER
The
James
Madison
University mens' cross
country team was defeated by
a strong Virginia Tech team
23-36 Friday at Massanutten
resort.
JMU's Mike Benshoff ran
away with the lead from the
outset and finished with a time
of 25:44, a full two minutes
ahead of the Hokies' leading
runners Jay Henner and Phil
White, both finishing with a
time of 27:45.
The
Dukes'
Richard
Ferguson, and Tech's Tom
Geer placed fourth and fifth
respectively.
The course is a newly

designed 5.1-mile
trail
replacing the former one on
the JMU campus. The old
course is currently being
dynamited to make way for
the new indoor recreational
facility.
The rainy and the muddy
course hampered the runners
in their efforts, but as JMU
Coach Witt said, "both teams
had to run in it, so it had little
affect on the final results."
It was the Hokies' first dual
meet of the season, while the
Dukes' have run in three.
This Saturday, JMU's
harriers travel to Indiana
University to participate in
the school's Invitational meet.

By DAVID TEEL
Manager Earl Weaver calls
it 'deep depth.' Call it what
you may, the Baltimore
Orioles have some force that
has driven them to the top of
the American League Eastern
Division.
Beating the odds, the Birds
have combined timely power
hitting and the best pitching
staff in baseball to run away
from the dissension-riddled
Yankees and the perennial
folders, the Boston Red Sox.
It seems like yesterday that
second semester finals were
approaching and Baltimore
was off to a dreadful 3-8 start.
However,
the
Orioles
straightened themselves out
in a series at Yankee Stadium,
and have been on top every
day but one since May 18.

Since that time the Birds
have won games by stealing
home, hitting ninth inning
home runs, and pitching out of
some very tight jams.
INJURIES HAVE BEEN
common, but depth has
prevailed. When shortstop
Mark Belanger broke his
thumb, Kiko Garcia stepped
in. Pitcher Jim Palmer,
tabbed as the probable starter
in the first game of the
playoffs, has experienced
various ailments while
Sammy Stewart and Dave
Ford have taken up the slack
in both the starting rotation
and bullpen.
USC grad Rich Dauer was
able to make the transition
from second to third base
when Doug DeCinces was

forced to the sideline with a
back injury.
Reserves Pat Kelly, John
■ Lowenstein and Billy Smith
all have performed under
pressure to bring the Orioles
many dramatic late inning
victories.
The big stars have also
made their presence felt.
Flashy lefthander Mike
Flanagan has won 22 games
and is a leading candidate for
the Cy Young Award in the
American League. First
baseman Eddie Murray and
outfielder Ken Singleton have
combined for over 50 home
runs and 200 runs batted in.
Perhaps the Oriole who best
personifies the character of
this team is catcher Rick
(Continued on Page 18)

JMU loses players and game to UMBC, 4-2
By DAVE PARKER
James Madison University's soccer team
battled two opponents on Thursday, and came
up on the short ends of both.
Not only did the Dukes lose to the University
of Maryland-Baltimore County 4-2, but the
team lost two of its' top players in the process.
Goalkeeper Jim Edwards, who sat out most
of the game with shoulder and thigh injuries,
returned only to leave again just after the start
of the second half.
Also making an early exit for the Dukes was
steady fullback Billy Gannon. With Gannon
went the solidity of the fullback line the Dukes
count upon so heavily. Gannon left after reinjurying the same knee that had limited his
mobility earlier.
"Gannon played and played well," said
Coach Bob Vanderwarker "He showed a lot of
saavy. and soon as we lost him, UMBC's
forwards just kept coming through."
The Dukes led l-o at the end of the first half

on a goal by freshman Jim Viti. After a
scramble developed in front of the net off a
corner kick, Viti knocked the ball in the net.
"We went out with a great deal of intensity,"
said Vanderwarker. "It seemed at times we
were trying to hard and we lost our poise."
In the second half, the team did lose its's
poise. UMBE knocked in three goals in the first
30 minutes of the second half to take a
commanding 3-1 lead.
The Dukes employed their "premium"
offense with seven minutes left. Goalkeeper
K.C. Cannon moved toward midfield while the
fullbacks advanced into scoring position to
give the Dukes numerical superiority. The
strategy proved effective when moments later
Jim Podlesny slammed a shot from 18 yards
out.
Down 3-2, the Dukes continued to attack and
scored what appeared to be the tying goal two
minutes later. Brian Sinclair's goal and the
Dukes' celebration were short-lived when the

Dukes were whistled for offsides.
Coach Vanderwarker disagreed with the
controversial call. "It is not offsides when the
ball is last played by an opponent. A UMBC
fullback touched it last."
JMU continued to press but saw its last
threat bounce off the goal post. UMBC rolled
the ball into an empty net toscore the final goal
with 17 seconds remaining for the final margin.
Coach Vanderwarker attributed the loss to
three factors: inexperience, ball watching, and
too much movement up the middle of the field.
"Hopefully, with time these problems will be
ironed out. We can't win games if we stand and
watch the ball.
One important statistic in the contest was the
22-11 shot margin enjoyed by UMBC. The
UMBC goalkeeper did not record a save in the
second half.
The Dukes travel to Eastern Mennonite
College Thursday in a battle between
crosstown,rivals. .,.-....
, ...
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• JMU,
17-0
(Continued from Page 16)
Offensively HampdenSydney lead in the half time
statistics with 106 yards to
jMU's S3. The Tigers gained
69 yards rushing in 27
attempts, while also hitting
for 37 passing yards.
The Dukes earned only 39
yards on 24 carries and 14
passing yards.
..THE DUKES came out of
the locker room psyched for
the second half, and wasted no
time scoring.
Tailback Butch Robinson
gained two JMU first downs
by rushing for 36 of his game
high of 128 yards. Then
fullback Todd Martin drove
untouched right up the middle
for 47 yards and the Dukes'
first touchdown.
Norwood added the extra
point at the 13:51 mark in the

third quarter to give JMU a
10-0 lead.
JMU's defense kept the
Tigers busy for the rest of the
quarter.
In
HampdenSydney's next 12 plays the
team gained only seven yards.
With a little over three
minutes left in the third
quarter the Dukes freshman
safety
Roger
Collins
intercepted a pass at the
Hampden-Sydney 17 yard line.
Bowles threw a screen pass
to JMU tight end Mike Battle
who went in for the
touchdown. Norwood's kick
was good and completed the
scoring with JMU ahead 17-0.
The team's only other
scoring threat came with just
over six minutes left. The
team drove 40 yards to the
Tigers' 13, but a holding
penalty shut down the drive.

Women's Tennis

Mountaineeers subdue Duchesses, 5-4
By RICH AMACHER
The U niversity of West
Virginia defeated James
Madison University's
womens' tennis team 5-4
Saturday in a match played
indoors because of rain.
The Duchesses earned a 3-3
split in the singles matches as
number two ranked Cathie
Tyler stymied Linda Yoho 61,2-6,6-1.
Fifth
ranked
freshman Rita Santarpia
upped her record to 34),
downing Lisa Biddle 6-3,7-6,(53). Sixth ranked Ann Perkins
crushed Joan Bumosky 6-2, 6-

1, to even the match at three
all
JMU coach Maria Malerba
thought the match was close
and very well played.
"It was a really good match.
Playing indoors was to their
advantage. I think it had a
definite effect on the outcome
of the match."
The Mountaineers clinched
the victory by winning both
the number one and two
doubles matches.
WVU's Susan Andocheck
and Ellen Bumosky defeated
Heidi Hess and Tyler 6-1,6-4 in

Sunday's NFL Results
Buffalo 46, New York Jets 31
Houston 30, Cincinnati 27,

or

Detroit 24, Atlanta 23
Minnesota 27, Green Bay 21,
OT
New England 27, San Diego
21
Pittsburgh 17, Baltimore 13

Kansas uity 35, Oakland 7
Washington 17, St.Louis 7
Denver 37, Seattle 34
Miami 31, Chicago 16
Philadelphia 17, New York
Giants 13
New Orleans 30, San
Francisco 21
Tampa Bay 21, Los Angeles

* Dukes

V

(Continued from Page 17)
369, which bettered JMU by
one stroke, putting them up by
13.
Indiana State's Scott Statler
v shot the tournament low on
Sunday with a round of 69
followed by Tom Moser of
UNC Charlotte who had a 71.
Barry Wirt was two under par
going into the 16th hole and
should have easily taken the
individual title, but double
bogied 16 and bogied 17 to put

A hole-in-one was recorded
on Sunday by Pete Ells of
JMU who had a 74 on Sunday.
Jimmy King shot well for the
team scoring a 226 while Cocaptain Stu Strang of JMU
shot a 229 for the three days.
Balog was satisfied with the
team's performance saying,
"We did well. We have a
young team this year and I
think we'll be good, next year.
We'll have the strongest team
we've had in some time."

the number one doubles
match. Joan Bumosky and
Karen Fleming battled Mary
Perkins and Santarpia in the
number two doubles match
emerging victorious 4-6, 6-4,64 in three sets.
"The number two doubles
match was the best match of
the day,' 'Malerba
commented."Rita and Mary
both played very well."
The Duchesses Pa Hie
Owens and Ann Perkins beat
Lisa Bibble and Denise
Norcross 6-4,6-0 to gain the
final victory of the day.

Coach
Malerba
was
satisfied with her teams'
performance, though the loss
marked the first time JMU
had fell to WVU in four
years. "Losing the number
three and four singles
matches hurt us. We should
have won at least one of those
two matches. Overall we
played real well. I'd rather we
played well and lost than
Koorly and won" said
lalerba.
In action last week JMU
opened its season with a 6-3
win
over
Sweetbriar

Wednesday. Number one
ranked Hess led the attack
with a straight set win over
Susan Capozzoli 6-1, 6-1.
The Duchesses routed
Hollins College 9-0 winning all
nine matches convincingly
Thursday.
"We didn't play well against
Sweetbriar losing number one
and two doubles. We have
never lost to either school in
my four years as coach here"
commented Malerba.
The Duchesses play again
this Saturday at Longwood.

* Flying
(Continued from Page 17)
Dempsey. Dempsey, not a
great hitter, has thrown out
the highest percentage of
attempted base stealers in the
league.
Much of the credit for this
blending of all 25 players must
go to Weaver, the fiery
manager whose eyes a
possible third manager-ofthe-year award. He has won
over 1000 games as a major
league manager and in his 10
full years with Baltimore, his
teams have averaged 95 wins
per year.
Weaver has had his usual
run—ins with the umpires, but
this does not seem to deter the
team.
Another situation that could
have derailed the Birds, was
the sale of the club to

Edward Bennett Williams.
Some thought a move to
return baseball to the nation's
capital by 1980 would follow
the sale .
In years when there were
teams
in
both
cties,
Washington never outdrew
Baltimore. Unless current
support erodes quickly, the
team will
remain
in
Baltimore.
A foundation for future
support makes this erosion
highly unlikely and the Birds
have
that
foundation.
Glancing around Memorial
Stadium, one can see a crowd
dominated by young people. A
season like this can only serve
to bring them back.
Having lived in Baltimore
since the glory years of the

n^jmj^i^L~£?. SSLW^SSXL

this team has captured the
area like none before it.
This season close to 1.75
million fans will pass through
the turnstiles at Memorial
Stadium.
ABC
sports
commentator Howard Cosell
called Oriole fans the most
enthusiastic bunch he had
seen in quite some time.
Yes baseball in Baltimore is
alive and well. The Orioles
will win over 100 games this
year for the fourth time in
Weaver's reign. They will
enjoy the best record in the
majors and will await the
winner of the AL West to begin
the playoffs
The Birds are favored to win
it all and if they are able to
perform like they during the
regular season, it would be
unwise to bet against them.

. .
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Classifieds

By Scott Worrer

Madisonmnn
BACK IN GIFFORD32T

For Sale

HERE VA GO PRE7.
I BET YOUR
THIRSTY.

HOUSECLEANING: One
room, an apartment, or an
entire building. Window
washing also. Our cleaning
service will save you time ana
effort.
Chase Cleaning
Company,
433-0750.
FOR SALE: Two sofas in fairacceptable condition. Five
dollars (negotiable) each. 4341201.
T-SHIRTS-ATTENTION!:
Hall Council and Club
Presidents... don't be ripped
off by local inflated T-shirt
prices. Order t-shirts with
your own design on them from
DJR enterprises. Call Jeff 4341201
or
433-6560.

By Tom Arvis

Roommates

ny FATHER uM/VTE(? TV

(S€ AMKER^UT HE
ClON'J BAVt: ENOUlr'

BOOK FAIR: Sat. Sept. 29 (9
am-6 pm): Green Valley
Auction Barn, 2 miles east of
1-81, Exit 61, Mt. Crawford,
Va. See display ad this issue.
STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Discount on over 40 brands.
Full Warranty and Free setup service. Call Bob 4498.

Wanted
MALE OR FEMALE: to
share spacious old home in
South city limits. Bike or bus
to JMU, private with full
triveleges.
References
elpful. $120 monthly includes
everything except long
distance calls. Available
immediately. Call 434-1115
after 5 and before 10.
WANTED: Nude models for
JMU Art Department. $450
hour. Flexible schedule For
information call 6335. Mon,
Wed9-10 a.m.; Tues, Thurs 1112 and 2-4. Come by. Drawing
studio In Ashby Dorm.

By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
CHIN6? HI, Its
WR. NEW ROOMMATE, JOAN
CAUCUS..

LISTEN, I'LL BE MOVING
IN TOMORROW MORNING.
MOVER AT MY MOMS
PLACE NOV. UOULPYOU
UK5 TO COME OVER FOR.
/ PINNER?

HELP WANTED: A dressers
wanted immediately! Work at
home-no experience
necessary-excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas,
TX,
75 23 1

Lost

MAT
LIUKA6E
HEARINGS?
\

LOST: Economics 130 Book,
Friday in Harrison. Someone
called September 17, did not
leave name. Please leave your
name and phone in P.O. 3703.
KEN
S

M/KNOW, JACKSON,
CHURCH AND COMPANY. THEY'VE JUST
PORMEPA NEW TASK
FORCE TO LINK SALT
jm A SOVIET
PRESENCE*

f CUBA.

Personals
K.C.: Crusader for Humanity
and Mankind-the two hour
Socratic Dialogue will mean
nothing to the Human race in
4,000 years. What matters is
only what it means to us now.
The Individual at SPE party.
BULL ISLANDER: Missed ya
at Duke's last Thursday
night...some other time, o.k.
Love from across the water.
TO THE WIZARD OF OZ
PLAYERS: Next Tues. at
Sarah's come with your
quarter in your teeth. L100.

>W>-

SANDY: I've come up with
another small thing that I
want done. The last one didn't
take that long, besides even
you said you were a secretary.
BOSS
(Continued on Page 21)

GOOD EVENING. WAV •OPERATION
MANHOOD" WENT INTO H6H6EAR AS
SENAPfiS CHURCH, JACKSON AND
BAKER FORMALLY OPENED THEIR
SPECIAL LINKAGE HEARINGS.

WIVING A PARCHMENT COPY OF THE
MONROE DOORiHE ABOVE HIS HEAP,
JACKSON DEMANDEDTHATTHE PRESIDENT MCE POWN THE SOVIETS
•EYEBALL TO EYEBALL, UKEA
REAL MAN.'

IN ANOTHER DEVELOPMENT, THE
SENATORS ALSO PIEP6EP TO
INVESTIGATE NEWEWENCE LINKING RUSSIAN SABOTEURS W/TH
THE SINKING OF THE 'MAINE.'

FROM THE CHEAPSEATS
ON CAPITOL HILL, THIS IS
ROMP HBPLEY, JR.

V
.(

Personals
(Continued from Page 20)
D SQUARED AND SCOTTY
BOB (M.D.): Have a great
21st! Let's get into one of our
wildest parties tonight (and do
some divin')!! Live it up for
your last year at the country
club!! All the Fishy Gomes.
LARRY: Do you think I'm
crazy?! From, The one and
only "Joke of the Week".
TO ALL EIGHT BALLS:
Officer elections 8:00 p.m.
Ruber's pad. Be there.
WIZARD: It's dangerous, to
let ya get ahold of this
machine but, guess I have no
choice!? Will you promise to
come to our next party (only
keg this time!) if I let ya know
when it is? Afterall, you
should check out this campus
more!!
GUESS
WHO.
RAT CLUB: The president is
back...in style...Let's do it!
RUBER: E.B. will die
midnight tonite if something's
not done.
THE
KID
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GUESS WHO: Just what is
it that you do for me? Think
about all I do for you. Is there
any
real
comparison.
WIZARD.

DEAR AL: I've been
practicing massages on my
panda bear in hopes of saving
our marriage. Do you stiu
have grounds for divorce?
Love. Mrs. C.

LARRY BARKER: Your
name is now in the paper.
Sorry it is not on the sports
READ THIS: TiroLjj^fct
page where it belongs; this is
"HarrisonburgDuM ftur
the best we can do. We hope ^c^-wrTvCome to-The MEWCar
that you did not get too banged
Wash and have it removed!
up this time. May your T.L.C.
Saturday, Sept. 23. 11 am.-4
always come through!! THE
pm/Be there. Aloha! (In KBANNER
GIRLS.
Mart
Parking
lot).
SNELLA: Move over. I don't
understand HARRRRRRY!
How about Skyline with me
and my camera? HARRY.
RUBER:
I ' m
dissappointed. I expect more
out of my fuzz head-disregard
if you get straight. "Cuddles".
JMU: Burlington College and
Rutgers University from New
Jersey want to meet for a
weekend of camping, hiking,.
rappeling, partying and just
plain fun, at Big Meadows,
va
Side trips include
spelunking, and scuba diving.
Come one. come all Oct. 5,6,7.
More details? Tom Box 0199.

MARATHON MAN: Happy
21st! Thanks for the Southern
Comfort-how about some
"yankee" hanky panky? Keep
shooting for the stars! Love
"Whistling
Dixie".
BARB: Am I just a molecule
in the popcorn popper?!! I
think we had you fooled!
Better get a grip! Love, San.
RIA'S TEAM: Know I'm
copying Jody but want to wish
you luck this fall. Trips won't
be the same without me at
Pizza Inn! Mickey and I will
be routing for ya-see you guys
at Tennis Life. Bisector, Big
Bird, (or P.M.? Cat).

8TEV1E: Happy 20 yrs.!
DILLIGAS. the Bullets, and 2
on 2 (we may nit be great but
we're leaders). Night classes
and mustaches forever! The
spot, "crackers", and the
MM. Hope you enjoyed the
party. It's gonna be a wild
year so let the good times roll!
MAGIC.
all 434-1115 after 5 and before
10.
FRISBEE: Ultimate
tournament on the way. Don't
del ay... form teams now.
Crows.
DEAR AL: I've been
practicing massages on my
panda bear in hopes of saving
our marriage. Do you still
have grounds for divorce?
Love, Mrs. C.
GATOR-GIRL — Thanks —
it's the best laugh I've had in a
year. You shouldn't knock
lobotomy, it's almost as fun as
drugs. Love and kisses, Dr.
Marie.
HI KIM! Love, Dennis.

r

D.J.:When will you realize
disco sucks and Springsteen is
god!! 326 Jungleland
D.J.:When will you realize
preppies suck and Springsteen
is god!!
D.J.: When will you realize
photo-editors suck and only
people with beards can
shoot and Springsteen is god!!
Bearded Wonder:You're
fired. Signed DJ.
NUT-NUT: How confused
are YOU? (On a scale of one to
ten).
SUPERTRAMP. The Tubes,
Poco, Zeppelin, and Gonzo
Ted—Beautiful color photos of
these groups and many others
are now available at the
painfully low price of $5 per
8x10 - stop by the gallery this
week — room 40 Ashby — or
call 5660 ask for Howard,
Quay or Uncle Steve.

fine service, fine people

MARK'S BIKE SHOP
1094 S. College Awe. rtirrisonburg, Virginia
BICYCLES -MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE

434-5151

iHfiOMHOHl M

Dealer for:
• Raleigh
• Motobecane
• Peugeot
• Windsor
• Trek
Mopeds
• Peugeot
• Motobecane

Airly in Style
b mn'iMriMjMM

15 88 to 18 88

*a* ntmt.

• professional
service deportment
• largest inventory
of parts & accessories
• cycle louring
equipment
The Pedal People-

434-5151

Stop by for a free T-shirt

HENRY*

R«f*r piM 22 00 to 26 00
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KjaK3H
by William Shakespeare

Oct. 2-7
8 p.m.
*

Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre

!

Reservations - 433-6260

$2.50/$1.50 with J.M.U. I.D.
rfj"^ J.M.U. Theatre
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^Viewpoint
Press freedom,
justice in danger

Cuba leads nonaligned nations
By ALVIN WALKER .
Both the Israelis and the Egyptians were
"denounced" by Cuba'sPresident Fidel Castro
who termed the Camp David Accords unjust
and dirty at the recent Sixth Summit Meeting
of the Nonaligned Nations.
President Castro, who is chairman of the
nonaligned nations for the next three years,
made various speeches against Zionism, which
refers to any ties with the government of
Israel. Egypt, a member of the movement,
was put on probation for an 18-month period,
during which, its foreign policy with Israel will
be studied by a committee of the nonaligned
nations.
The United States was denounced for
supplying arms to Israel, trying to increase
and consolidate (its) military presence in the
Middle East, and for threats to use force
against the Arab countries, in particular the
oil-producing countries.
Even Jordan's King Hussein, once a friendly
ally of the U.S., said that the Camp David
Accords "neglected the core... and the basic
fundamental elements for any reasonable and
comprehensive settlement" to the Palestinian
problem.
The denunciation of Washington's Middle
East diplomacy by the nonaligned nations,
which represent most of the Third World, will
probably continue in the United Nations
General Assembly when it debates
Palestinians rights, and it is conceivable that
Israel will lose in the long-run because the U.S.
does not have the power that former U.N.
Ambassador Andrew Young had on the U.N.
Security Council. (The U.S. had promised to
veto any resolution on Palestinian rights. The
decision makes one wonder what ever
happened to President Carter's campaign for
human rights.)

Cuba's President Castro, a strong ally of the
Soviet Union, is supposedly trying to press for
the recognition of the Soviets as allies of the
nonaligned in their struggle against Western
domination, but Yugoslavia^ 87-year-old
President Tito, one of the movement's
founders and Castro's main opponent for
leadership in the group, opposed and criticized
Cuba for its close ties with the Soviets because
the movement's founding principle is
avoidance of East-West battles.
According to the guidelines of the 93
nonaligned nations, foreign policy must be
peaceful coexistence, anti-imperialism, and
prohibition of foreign military bases or
membership in military-pacts.
The movement is against colonialism, and
the group called for the independence of
Puerto Rico, which is the property of the
United States. The group applauded Cuba's
military intervention in Africa, and at the
same time denounced racism, which means
ties with South Africa, and the government of
Zimbabwe Rhodesia President Castro even
compared South Africa to Nazi Germany.
The group also called for U.S. troop
withdrawal from South Korea, withdrawal of
the U.S. Naval Base at Guantanomo, Cuba,
and the movement denounced hegemony,
which refers to the Soviets. The group reminds
one of the candor and openness of Andrew
Young.
With President Castro as chairman of the
nonaligned, it is conceivable that the group will
take on a more militant role in achieving its
objectives. The movement may even lean
toward the Soviet Union, but if President Tito
and other members of the group continue to
criticize the Soviets, an East-West battle will
be avoided, and a North-South battle will
emerge.
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By KRIS CARLSON
The American free press is facing impending doom. Indeed, its
very foundations are slipping away with the loss of the First
Amendment's constitutional support and the basic loss of support
of the American public.
The legal threat to press freedom is real.
In four separate decisions during approximately a two year
span, the Supreme Court has seriously weakened the First
Amendment rights of the press:
The first decision was the Court's refusal to review the Farber
case, in which New York Times reporter Myron Farber was
jailed in contempt of court for refusing to give his notes and the
names of his sources to a trial judge, even though there was a
New Jersey shield law supposedly protecting him.
By refusing to hear the case, the Supreme Court has condoned
the New Jersey Supreme Court decision that Sixth Amendment
trial rights are always superior to First Amendment press
freedom rights.
A second harmful decision to the free press was the Stanford
Daily case, which established that a news room and other "third
parties" to a crime can be searched if there is a "reasonable
cause to believe that sought-after evidence is on the property."
The obvious danger here is that one man's "reasonable cause"
is not another's.
Also, the recent ruling that a reporter or editor can be asked
what his intentions or preconceptions about a person were before
the writing of a story is staggering in its implications: a man can
be tried for his thoughts. If American justice takes this turn, then
even more is at stake than the freedom of the press.
And finally perhaps the most destructive opinion, that the
"social interest" in open justice is not a constitutional right: pretrial hearings and even actual trials can be closed to the public
and the press. This ruling has already been used to close 34 cases
from the date of the decision on July 2 through Aug. 1; obviously
the judiciary is taking it seriously.
These four rulings have prompted the American Civil Liberties
Union to declare that if Watergate happened today, the five CIA
burglars would be allowed to plead guilty in a closed hearing, and
the ensuing scandal would have never occurred.
And if the hearing was left open, reporters Woodward and
Bernstein would be subpoenaed for notes and sources. Editor Ben
Bradlee would be asked if he intended to "get" the President,
(treason?), and the Washington Post office would be constantly
searched by legal authorities.
In effect, the judiciary has created a serious obstruction tt
justice by these rulings.
It is even trying to change the centuries-old definition of justice
founded in English common law: the right to a fair and public
trial. If trials and hearings are not left open to public scrutiny,
how can it be guaranteed that they will not deteriorate to the level
of the purges of Stalin, or the judicial heresy of the Spanish
Inquisition?
And unfortunately in this hour of constitutional crisis, the press
is also losing the sympathies of the public, at a time when it needs
popular support and defense against legal encroachments
In a recent study for the American Sociey of Newspaper Editors
it was learned that "people feel newspapers are aloof and
unresponsive," in a word—arrogant.
One cause of this feeling is perhaps the press' failure to report
the things that do work in America—the day-to-day details of life
that work for a majority of American people. By concentrating
on politics and broad international issues and ignoring these daily
basics, the press is telling the people they are unimportant.
Also, the press' preoccupation with itself contributes to its
arrogant image.
Indeed, at this critical time for American liberty, the press is
only decrying the recent rulings as detrimental to itself, when it
should be calling for a popular reaction against the Supreme
Court's attempts to subvert the entire definition and system of
American justice.

Three-week wait unfair
By TERESA CAVINESS
The three week waiting
period for students who wish
to change their housing
assignment is supposedly
instituted to fill vacant spaces
with the overflow of freshmen
who are accepted each year
by the University.
This policy is unfair because
it makes students who have
been here for one, two, or even
three years have to wait. This
in itself is unfair to these
students since they have been
enrolled here before. They
should have the privilege of
being satisfied, with, .their

housing assignment without
having to go through the
inconvenience of waiting so
long.
Supposedly, students Are
allowed to change rooms with
someone else where there, is
no
vacancy
involved.
However, many students this
year have found, that if they
do so before the waiting period
has passed, they are fined.
If those students are going
to be allowed to move anyway.
then they should be able to do
so when they first get here
without having to risk paying
. for it.
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Neu? construction
wastes money
By TERESA CAVINESS
It's time for us to consider
just how much unneeded
construction is taking place on
the
James
Madison
University campus.
Within the last year, about
$6,000 was spent on repairing
sidewalks. Some of this
construction was due to the
underground powerline which
was installed from one end of
the campus to the other.
However, every time there is a
worn path, the next thing we
find is construction of a new
sidewalk.
The new stairway leading
down-campus to Godwin Hall
cost 18,000. To repair the old
stairs would have saved us all
money.
Why couldn't the old steps
have been renovated? What is
the reasoning behind all of this
new construction? oouldn't
repair have been cheaper?
These are the questions we
should be asking ourselves
and the administration of
JMU.
Planting,
replanting,
clipping, trimming, and

digging is constantly taking
place around this campus.
These are just a few
examples of how our money is
being wasted on unnecessary
projects
Surely the need for new
dormitories is evident now
even if it has never been
before because of the 40 plus
students who are being housed
in Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge.
Some of this money could be
better spent on the planning
and construction of new
residence facilities in the near
future. The need arises now,
not five years from now.
Another question which
should be considered is
whether the upgrading of
athletic facilities is an
attempt to raise the athletic
status of the University to
higher divisions, i.e. Division I
football.
Shouldn't the expansion of
dining facilities be considered
before that of athletic
facilities?
We, as students, should
make our view known to the
administration.

Liberal education
best investment
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Students of the i960' s were prepared to change the world as they
rebelled against all of society's norms.
Study of the liberal arts enjoyed a surge as young idealists,
bound more by promises than practicality, engrossed themselves
in sociology and philosophy.
In the 1970's liberal arts graduates wanned away in the job
market, even though a certain aura of the idealism of the 60's
managed to stay alive.
On the brink of another decade, students are flocking to the
study of business, motivated by the materialistic quest of our era.
Why? Because this is the area where job opportunities look
promising.
Enrollment in business curriculums has vastly increased.
Students have become more concerned with an education for a
job than an education for life. The value of a liberal arts education
is under question.
An interesting point made by a professor recently really
summarizes the worth of a liberal education. He said, "An
accountant may die of boredom, but it will be in a nice
apartment"
A liberal education, however, is still the best investment any
student can make. This type of well-rounded study prepares
people for change and for challenge.
On the surface, it appears that specialization is the best
guarantee of a job upon graduation. This may be true in obtaining
a job now, but what about the future?
The jobs of tomorrow could be very different, when one
considers technology and progress. Specialization does not really
prepare students for the change. Liberal arts study gives students
a solid base and a well-rounded spectrum of knowledge, which is
applicable to any job.
Another question which deserves consideration is the extent to
which a student wants to be educated. A college that prepares its
students for a vocation alone is a gross failure. Life is more than a
job. It is interacting with people. Courses in psychology,
sociology, english and many other areas can be very helpful in
dealing with people and even in enjoying life more fully.
A liberal arts education attempts to encourage the student to
expand his mind and to question the world and himself.
Liberal arts study is really the basis of education. Business may
boom. But, people will be around for a long time. And that is what
liberal arts study is really all about.

Gue$t$pot
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Pyramid power for students
By MIKE SMUTTY
Despite the vast range of scientific advances
characterizing the last few decades, most of us
seem to benefit indirectly and even then only
after an extended period of time while
experimental findings are brought to useable
fruition; however, this costly and time
consuming process can be easily avoided, for
there exists a cleaner and more readily
available energy source that students can tap
themselves for use in the daily exercise of
academic mastery; of course, I am referring
to Pyramid Power.
Looming from the depths of antiquity, the
secrets of prehistoric man, which still lie
beyond our own levels of cosmic control,,
remain infallible and wait to be utilized.

The phenomenon

of
free-floating energto-.
One need not establish a formal set of
theorems in order to effectively harness the
pyramidal properties-lest one wait eons for
such a discovery. Pyramid power can be
employed now, to varying degrees, in the
privacy of one's own room for an assortment of
preservative and energizing functions.
Effective employment of these natural
forces is limited by one's imagination and
faith; the energy source is infinite and
continuous, never threatening to extinguish or
fluctuate. Now most people have chuckled
about pyramidal power being able to sharpen
razor blades, that that seems to be a most
useless and tedious function-especially today
when complete razors are given away with
pens, deodorants, and Captain Crunch
coupons. However, imagine energizing that old
pruned dining hall orange, strickened with
terminal aridity, to produce a resultant fruit of
impeccable quality, plump with flowing juices
and sweet as honey-nectar, mmmmm. Or,
consider a most creative approach: charging
\yp that rough-reading term paper to

subliminally tingle the professor with pleasant
ionic discharges-he will probably be
experiencing your paper all night long! To be
sure, pyramid power can be your cosmic
friend, gifting you with the power of Zeus.
One word of caution is pertinent at this point
one must resist placing the pyramidal
structure directly on the head, like a cap, for
the energy clusters are most captivating and
indescribably soothing. This may not seem at
all dangerous, but the transcendent qualities
may consume the consciousness in an
irreversable fashion, sending the mind
whirling into the universal energy pool from
which other pyramids may draw their power.
Theoretically, this could have disastrous
consequences since much of the cerebrumerasure is comprehensive
Let us not delve upon such morbid
occurances for surely no student at Madison
will attempt the ultimate high gained from this
energy transfusion.
Now you are probably wondering
enthusiastically, how can I construct such a
miraculous device? No technical knowledge is
required, only a little patience and a few
simple supplies: one sheet of cardboard, a
ruler, a pencil, and some glue. Yes, yes, it
sounds corny, but remember that it is the
nature of the geoform which is most important.
Now cut the cardboard into three equal
triangles measuring: 2.2 feet for the base, 1.4
feet for the sides, and 1.8 feet for the height.
This is scaled down from the great pyramid
Cheops in Egypt, the model left for us by the
ancients. Attach the sides, being careful to line
up the edges precisely; error will create
detrimental energy loss.
Once you have finished building your
pyramid, the energy will tend to concentrate at
about one-third the height, for this
approximates the location of the king's
chamber within the great pyramids on the
Egyptian Giza. You can start energizing
immediately by placing dull pennies inside the
pyramid, elevated one-third the height, and
seeing how bright and shiny they become in the
morning. This will provide a reliable measure
of your pyramid.
Once perfected, you can begin exploring the
boundless horizons of pyramidal powers.
Energize those textbooks, ripen those fruits.
add potency to your favorite brew, go crazy „
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'Gator girl' offended by article
To the editor:
In regards to an article I
read in The Breeze (Sept. 18th
issue) about "The Dangers of
Preppies" it seems to me that
the time and effort spent in
writing such a bigoted article
could nave been better spent
by the author in doing
something constructive, like
clipping his toenails or
deciding winch JMU coed he
was going to attack next
I am a "Preppie" coed at
JMU, and I found this
Sarticular article most
isturbing. Talk abou t
sniveling twits,
you're
Ebly upset because
Sigma wouldn't let you
. Yes, my little bigot,
I'd know you anywhere.
You're the guy that doesn't

have consideration enough to
open doors for the females on
campus. You would probably
make your date pay for
dinner, or drive her car to the
out-of-town concert
Yes, I'm a Preppie and I
would have loved to see the
article you'd do on the females
of the gator species. I am very
proud to wear my button-down
shirt, khaki skirt, Aigner
shoes,
and
add-a-bead
necklace. At least I know who
I can associate with without
being labelled drug-addict,
radical, or freak.
I do hope Mr. Sutton, that
you did enjoy writing your
article on the most harmless
of groups on JMU's campus.
I'm a gator girl, and will
always be one. If I didn't have

so
much
class
and
intelligence, I'd probably beat
you to death with the heels on
my Aigner shoes. Maybe the
"Preppies" on campus should
lobotomize you, Mark Sutton,
or better yet glue a pair of
topsiders to your bare feet
Pamela A. Wiles

The Breeze
welcomes
letters
and
editorials
regarding campus, local,
state,
national
and
international issues. All
letters and editorials are
subject to editing and should
include the author's name,
address and
telephone
number.

Fire and brimstone: Let's clean this place up
By
MARK
JORDAN
LEO AN
The
freshmen
can't
remember a thing. He was
found Sunday morning,
sleeping on the roof of Moody
Hall with a couple of pigeons.
Another victim of another keg
party.
The pretty Dukette can't

remember a thing either. She
was discovered under a table
at the C & E Diner, clutching a
tuna sandwich. She kept
mumbling, "No.. .No more. .
.No more Gnarl House. . ."
Yet another victim.
Then there was the business
major. His friends found him
in the commuter's lounge,

you might think there is
arguing about the Chrysler
nothing to worry about. Just
problem with a Dr. Pepper
drive py any of the offmachine. Needless to say, this
campus houses or campus
youth had had "one too
dorms. Every night, college
many."
lust and drinking explodes
Now, chuckle if you may.
from these buildings.
But, this is all very serious.
We can do something. We
The list of incidents keeps
can change this. The thing to
growing and growing. Some of
you n*ih*.ooA. oana. &>me of m .do is .to belo these oeoDle. Heln

this campus. Make James
Madison University partyfree. Have all the stores in the
area stop selling beer and
wine. Crack down on security.
Have rule—breakers shot on
sight We can pull together
and make this place a clean
living environment We can—
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SPECTRUM
Comments on world issues

Chile: Times are changing*
A JMU exchange student reflects:
Wo dictatorship is good — left or right9
By VANCE RICHARDSON
Although President Carter is not popular
with the Chilean government, the people of the
South American republic respect him for his
human rights campaign.
At least that's the opinion of a Chilean
foreign exchange student at James Madison
University living in the foreign languages
house across Main Street from campus.
Alfredo Araya said Carter's human rights
campaign has led the people living under the
various dictatorships in South America to
"speak out" against the repressive tactics
used by their governments.
Most South American governments are
dictatorships, with the exception of Ecuador
and Venezuela which held elections in the past
few months.

Allende promised to transform Chilean
society by constitutional means. He then
proceeded to impose an extensive
nationalization program.
Under Allende, people had to wait in long
lines to purchase food, according to Araya.
This, of course, led to widespread discontent,
he said. Meat could be purchased only once
per month To buy meat a family member had
to bring their monthly electric bill to be
stamped as proof that they hadn't bought meat
already that month, he said.
ACCELERATED inflation led to food
shortages in Chile and repeated clashes
between pro-government and anti-government
activists. Finally in September 1973, the armed
forces intervened due to the increasingly
anarchistic situation and economic
breakdown. Allende died during the coup.
The military junta which took power
dedicated itself to the eradication of Marxism
and the reconstruction of Chile. According to
Araya, the people of Chile were ecstatic about
overthrowing Allende and were quick to
support the junta's leader, Angus to Pinochet.
However, Pinochet was quick to consolidate
his power, and the junta, originally meant as a

Chileans respect Carter's
human rights campaign
Photo by Chuck Fazio
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"NO DICTATORSHIP is good, whether of
the left or the right, "Araya remarked.
"Democracy has a lot of defects," he noted,
"but they can be improved. When people can't
express their opinion (as in most
dictatorships) they can't improve- the
situation" In their country.
Araya, who has been in America since the
beginning of the semester, has lived under
dictatorships of the left and the right.
In 1970, Salvador Allende, the Marxist
candidate of Unidad Popular, a coalition of five
left-wing parties including the Communist
Party, was elected to serve a six-year term as
president of Chile. Araya said Allende was the
'first communist to be elected in a democratic
way."
•
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Alfredo Araya

transitional government, has now ruled Chile
for six years. The bicameral National
Congress was dissolved by the armed forces in
1973.
According to Araya, when one of the four
junta members spoke of the eventual need for
elections in Chile, be was removed from the
junta. Now Pinochet speaks of election in the
future, but not for at least ten years.
All political parties were banned in 1973
when the junta came to power and allpolitical
activity was outlawed in 1977. There is
censorship of the mail and restrictions on the
press; however, Araya said that there are still
some magazines that criticize the government.

strongest political force in Chile because poor
people matter little and the upper class is very
small, Araya said. "Times are changing
though; the middle class is getting smaller,"
he noted.
Following a United Nations General
Assembly resolution in December 1977
condeming the Pinochet government for
violating human rights, Pinochet called a
referendum to endorse the regime's policies.
In a simple yes or no vote, over 75 percent of
the voters supported the Pinochet, according
to the government.

AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL
has
documented 1,500 cases of people disappearing
from Chile—some allegedly killed, others
reportedly arrested—since the military
Svernment took power in 1973. Thousands
ve been arrested according to various
international aid organizations.
In 1977 Pinochet announced that there would
be a partial return to civilian rule in the 1980's
and that a legislative body would be
established in I9t5, but he later said there
would be no elections for 10 years.
A major source of discontent in Chile today,
according to Araya, is unemployment, which
stood at 13 percent in 1977. The Pinochet
has been successful in reducing
at ion from 340 percent in 1975 to 33 percent
last year.
., The middle class has traditionally' been the .

ARAYA DOUBTS that the support for
Pinochet is as high as the government claims.
"The elections weren't conducted properly,"
he said "There was no way to guarantee a hist
election since voters weren't registered/' he
added.
Araya said that, he can't prove that the
election results were inaccurate, but judging
from the voters he has spoken with and the
reports he has read, it is his opinion that
for Pinochet couldn't possibly be as
as 75 percent of the Chilean people,
lile is now in a period of transition, Araya
noted. A new constitution is being written by
the government but Araya said that the people
have little faith that it will provide for any real
change in the government.
"ItTs hard to predict what will happen," be
added.

